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Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search
For the Cave of Pearls
With His New Submarine Cruiser.
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Swift as a flash it came straight for Frank. But the young inventor nimbly dodged. The big fish passed between him
and Sam Bagnall. Its sword would have struck Barney, fiad not the Celt been quick as lightning. He dodged
iust in time. But Frank on one side and-sam on the other, gave the fish a fearful blow with the knives.
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OR,

Frank .Reade, Jr.'s Search For the Cave · of Pearls With His New
Submarine Cruiser.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "Frank Reade, Jr.'s Prairie Whirlwind; or. •rna Mystery ot the Hidden Canyon. etc.• etc.

CHAPTER I.
SAM BAGNALL'S

~TORY.

I

"I TELL you, Frauk, there's millions in it.

You see the water is
too deep there for the native divers, and there Is no doubt· but that
the Cave of Pearls under the Yellow Sea is no myth but an actual reality."
Sam Bagnall, a close friend and admirer of America's distinguished
young inventor, uttered the above words.
·
,
Frank Rende, Jr., drew a deep breath and seemed for a mome11t the
victim or powerful emotions.
At the moment the two men wt>re in t!Je office of the machine work's
in Readestown, where Frank Reade, Jr., constructed all his fan:;ous
m:~.cllines.

He had just completed a IJeW submarine boat, whicli was in Itself
clear proof that submarine navi~ation was quite possible.
Sam Bagnall, traveler and adventurer, "ho had tro:l almost every
nation on the globe, had heard of the construction or the~· Diver" and
had at once started for Rentlestown post· haste.
He possessed what be believed was the certain key to a sure fortune.
While traveling in the Yellow Sea aboard a Chinese junk some Gi¥·
ers were oue day encounterell.
They wera tloating about iu sampaus, tl:.ough many miles !rom the
lund, engaged in diving for pearls.
lt seemed that in this part of the Yellow Sea there were great shallow tracts which were rich in priceless pearls.
But long usage or the grounds had well exhausted the precious
~ems.
But this it was said was simply for the reason that the divers
could nat go down into greater depths, where tbt-y yet existed in
plenty.
Report wa& rife among the divers or a wonderful cave undt>r this
part of the sea which was rich with pearls.
In vain the ·native divers had triell to reach it.
It seemed that the precious wealth was destined to remain forever
in those depths, and so Bagnall cooclude!i until be bearll of Frank
Reade, Jr.'s latest invention.
"A submarine boat!'' be cried.
"Pshaw! that is just the thing.
We bare a certain means of recovering the treasure.''
So he at once start'!d for Readestown, and thus we find him now
closeted with Franlt Reade, Jr.
" !like your plan !irst rate,'' Frank said finall)'· " I can seP noreason why we should not make our trip in the Diver under the Yellow Sen.''
Bagnall was delighted.
.
.. Then it is settled?" he cried, as he jumped up.
"I will consider tba matter more fully and let you know."
"I leave for New York to night.''
"Very well!" said Frank. "I will wire you within forty-eight
hours!"
•
The famous explorer arose.
.
" I am so sure that you will go,'' he said, "that I shall at once
make all prPparatious. But-I have never seen your famous lnven·
tiou!"
•· You shall see it!" cried Frank. heartily. "Ar:d you are the first
outsider to hsJ>ect it. Come this way!"
The .i:ieade Macl!ine Works covered a number of acres. It was :Ji.
vitled up well" into various der-artments.
Tboere was a l>1rge yard, walled in from the view of the street.
Leaving the ·office Frank and his visitor crosse•llhis.
They came t'l a gate in a yet hi~her wall.
Frank pressed a spring and this opgned at once. They passed into

l

another yard, in the center of which was a large basin or tank tilled with water.
In the center of this llonted a strange-looking craft.
It was the submarine !Joat.
As viewed now, but liLLie or it could ue seen about the surface.
The hull was long anti rnkish looking. The back or top of the'
structure was a rouuding shell of steel, looking for all the world liKe
a whale lying dormant.
But in thid expanse of curving steel there were windows rurnishad
with thick bull's-eye glass, and a pilot house with heavy protected
front.
·
Also, there was a narrow deck provided with a band rail, and
l wo slight masts rose In the air.
Such was tee exterior of the su!>marine boat. The interior merits
a more extended \lescription.
Bagnall stOOl\ upon the edge of the tank ar.d stared at the Diver.
" Well. I'll be euchrell !'' he exclaimed, "it looks like a sub·
marine ooat to he- sure!"
•· Do you think so!'' asked Frank, with a laugh.
"Wlly, I should say so!"
"Come aboard and I will show you sometliing, more?"
A "plnnk with a rope rail led out to the boat. Across this the two
men now malle their way.
Reaciliog the deck of the D:rer Frank went forward to the pilot
house,
.
He opened a small steel door ami almost instantly a loud voice
cried:
" Howld on, there! Who the divil are yez, an' have yez any roight
here!"
"All right, Barney," cried Frank •. "What are you doing, you
rascal?''
A ~enuin& specimen qf the Celt had appeared and was now scraping
and bowing uefo1·e llis yllung master.
Barney O'Sbea hal! ueen in the employ of Frank Reade for munv
years and wus a valued and trusty man.
•
"Shure, an' it's you, is it, Mistber Frank?" cried the failllful fellow.
"Be~-torra, I was afraid it was some skulkin' crank think in' as how
he'd blow up the craft. Tllere's many prowlin' around. Pl11vat am I
doin', do yez ask! To be sbure, I'm swapin' the afther cabin!''
" All right, Barney,'' replied Frank, "this is our friend, Mr.
Bagnall, and I am going to show l.1im over the boat.''
" All roi"ht sorl"
" By the"w;y, where is Ponip!"
The Celt grinned.
" Is It the naygur, sor?" he cried. · " Shure he's acourin' up things
in the galley this minnit1 sorl''
"Good enough!" crieu Fronk. "Have nil in good shape to sail at
a day's notice, Barney.''
" I will, sor."
" Now, fnend Bagnall," cried Frank, ''let me show you how the
Diver is regulated."
They descended spiral stairs to tlle cabin.
Here a wonderful scene was revealed.
'l'be interior uf the suumarine wonder far outsllone the PXlel ior.
Tl1e long cabin was spread to their view.
It was narrow nnd necessarily low between decks, but its cabinet
work was of the richest mahogany.
No expense had been spared by Frank to make of this a t!oatmg
palace. He had ~ucceeded well.
There were richly upholstered seats, chair11 and divans. Articles of'
virtu upon heautiful shelves, works or art and of science.

'.
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Book sl:lelves with rare volumes, and in fact all the comforts or a
millionaire's dwelling.
Next came the dining saloon acd this was most beautifnlly furnished. Rich cut-glass and silver adorned the swinging racks and
dresser.
Bagnall took u I this in like one in a dream.
Fral)k led the way next into the compartment where were located
the staterooms.
These were six in number, and WPre nicely fitted up. Next they entered the gun room or armory.
Here were rlfies, shnt·guns, stands or small arms, cases of cartridges, lances, harpoons, axes, knives, and all the necessary articles
of offense and defense for sncb a trip.
" Wonderful, I must say," cried Bagnall, "but look here, Frank.''
"Well!"
"Can you usA these weapone under water! You know a bullet
will go but a few feet from the muzzle or a gun?"
Frank smiled.
"You know I have uvercome that," he said; "~he projectiles used
in these guns are not· i.J ullets.''
"Not bullets?"
"No!"
Fraok held up a slender article, which looked almost needle like in
its proportions. It was some eighteen inches long, but very slender.
" That!" exclaimed Bagnall.
"Yes!'' replied Frank, "that is the projectile. That will overcome
the resistance of the water.''
"But-pshaw! Can those needles be sent with sufficient force to
penetrate anytlung under water?"
"It is not necessary!" replied Frank.
"Ah?''
" They are hollow, and very lightly charged with dynamite. The
moment one of them strikes an object, a small needle in the end is
Hhoved back which explodes a tiny percn@sion cap. Then the needle
is blown to nothing by the force of the dynamite. Such a shock, under the water, w1ll knock a whale senseless, even if it does not kill
him.''
Bagnall was intensely interested.
He examined the new projectile carefully, and then cried:
"Frank Reade, Jr ., your are a brick. That is a wonderful thing.
What is there that your inventive genius cannot devise? Why there is
a fortune in that. You could sell the aecret to the government, ami
reap a big thing.''
" Ah, but that I do not care to do," said Frank. "I would not sell
any warlike invention to a govemment. There are cruel devices enough
.
in existence now for the taking of human life!"
Bag noll looked wonderingly at Frank, and rejoined:
"You nre not at all like the avtlrage mnn. '!'hat is an uncommon
•
sentiment.''
" Perhaps so,'' laughed Frank, "but every man to bis o"n crotch·
ets, you know.''
"Ob, yes!" agreed Bagnall.
They now passed into the magazine, and then into the galley wh11re
Pomp was putting things to rights.
Bagnall tbongbt be bad never seen a smarter looking negro. Pomp
scraped and bowed io tis comical way, and cried:
" Fo' de Lor', Marse F:anl,, yo' jest take dis chile all unawares, but
yo' am berry welcome, sail, jes' de same!''
CHAPTER II.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DIVER.
FRANK introduced Bagnall to Pomp, nod the two were at once
A

~~L

'

" You must have everything all ship·sbape for leaving Readestown
at an early day, Pomp!" declared Frank.
"Law sakes, sah!'' declared the <larky, rolling his eyes. "I jes'
bah eberyling lixe<! in apple p:e ordah. I nebber need axe whnr we
am gwine, sail!"
"Oil, I don't mind telling," said Frank. "-We are going to the
Yellow Sea.''
Pomp scratched his wool.
· " Neber mind, sab. Kam't say I jes' knows wbar dat am. But I
done reckon yo' does.''
' " Yes," laughed Frank. "It is off the coast of China. You will
und erstand why it is .culled Yellow when you see it.''
"All right, sab. Nebber ax no questions, sah. Yo' jest say"wha'
yo' want, sah, an' dis chile be gwine to go an' do it, sab, ebery time."
"All right, Pomp. See tha• you do so," said Frank.
They left the galley and went aft through a narrow passage.
"No doubt you have wondered what sort of mechanism is employed
to make the boat siok and rise at the will of the occupants,'' said
Frank.
"'\'hat is precisely what I have been thinkin~ of," said Bagnall.
"Very good. I will very q•Jickly show you.''
Frank opened a small slide nnd a view was had Instantly of a large
compartment with steel sides and from which there came a cold,
damp draught.
"This is the reservoir or tank,'' said the young inventor. "It has
powerful tubes connected with another hy<traullc reservoir. By open.
ing certain valves tbis rest.rvoir ioYtantly fills; that causes the boat
'to sink. By the ll)echanism of the hydraulic pressure of the other
'reservoir the boat will expel the water and rise."

YELLOW SEA.
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"Well, I'll be blowelll" exclaimed Bagnall, "it would have taken
me a lifetime to bave studied thai thing out ''
"Pehaw!" laughe.t Frank; "that is not ifillicult. Let us next go
Into the engine room.''
" I will follow where you lead!" @aid Bagnall.
They retraced their steps to the forwatd part or the boat.
Tben descending stairs, tbey came into tbe engine-room. This was
lit by incandescent lights.
A wonderful sight was revealed to the visitor. Frank minutely explained 'tbe delicate but powerful electrical machinery to Bagnall's edification.
Some 'time was spent thus, then Frank said:
" One more thing, and you have seen the most of the mechanism of
the Diver.''
·• Ita like or its equal does not exist on the race or the globe," declared Bagnall.
" Here," said Frank, putting his band upon a huge cylinder, "is
the maobine which enables us to live onder water. It is a generator of
pure oxygen, and by means of pipes anti valves in all parts of the boat,
keeps the boat supplied with pure air, at the same t1me destroying all
gases."
" Tben you really manufacttue your own air?'' said Bagn!lll.
"Yes."
.
"Well, by Jupiter! If you're not careful you'll be inventing something that will give us all perpetual life."
"You could not complain if I should do that," laughed Frank.
"I don't know about that. I think it is rather pleasant to medita~e
upon meeting one's friend~ in the next Iile.''
"There Is something in that," agreed Frank; "but now, Mr. Bag·
nail, you have seen all there Is to see about tte Diver.''
"I am satislied. Truly, I am the luckiest man on earth.''
"Indeed!"
" I !lm about to undertake a wonderful submarine journey around
the glohe. Just think or ttl A journey under the ocean. Why, tbat
is a privilege which I would not exchange for the throne or a monarch!"
·
"Ab, but I have not yet agreed to go," said Frank.
Bagnall's face fell.
At this the yonng inventor laughed and said:
" But don't get disheartened; it is pretty certain that I will go. Indeed-wby, I might as well say that I will.''
"You will!" screamed the excited explore!\ "Ab, I knew that
you would! You are just my kind! I know that you'll not be sorry!"
And he fairly embraced Frank.
" How soon can you be ready to start!" asked the voung inventor.
"Very soon, I assure you," cried Bagnall. "I will leave for New
York to-night; I will return as fast as express trains will bring me."
. " Good!" replied Frank. "I will be all ready to start when you
return."
They parted a few moment.s later at the outer gate.
Frank returned to his office, and proceeded Lo make all necessary
preparations for the start.
He was fully determined to go to the Yellow Sea, and if possible to
discov0r the cave or pearls.
·
That he would succeed in doing this he felt but little doubt.
At once everything became bustle and bustle at the Reade Machine
Works.
As the works would be idle during his absence, it was necessary to
see that everything was left In good order.
This was a task wh1cb occuplell no shght amount llf time. The next.
day Frank receivej the following dispatch:
"FRANK READE, JR.,-Have Ipade all arrangement~. Am DOl'< oo
my way to Read~stown. All ready to start for the Yellow Sea.
" Yours, in baste.
"SAM BAGNALL."
I

" All right!'' "lnuttered Frank. "We will be quito ready wh n you
get here,"
\
And this prediction came true.
The Diver was all ready for th~ start, when Sam Bagnall with his
trunks appeared at the gate ol the machine works.
It had been plauned to keep the departure of the Diver as secret as
possible.
But in spite or all precautions in some way the afl"air leaked out, and
as the bout· drew near for the depar~ure an immense throng or people
congregated outside the gates.
The tank was connected by a series of canals and locks with the
river which was navigable to the sea.
So it was an easy mutter for the Diver to make the start directly
from Readestown.
At tile appointed hour Frank Reade, Jr., Sam Bagnall and Barney
and Pomp went ahoard
·
The dynamos were bumming anti everything was ready.
The gates were opened and the DivtJr glided out into the canal.
Through two locks she passed successively, ami then there was a.
clear course to the river.
Tile banks were thronged with people, They cbeerfo!d wildly as the
·
Diver app~ared.
Frank and Sam stood on the deck and waved tlags.
" They are very demonstrative!'' said Bagnall. '' What a legion of
friends you have, .Frankl"
" Yes," agreed the young inventor, "and it is too bad to disap·
point them. I believe I will show them what the boat can do."
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"Now we are are in water wbich is not quite a thousand feet d('ep.
It is also in au interesting part or the sea. We wtll descend here!''
WittJ this Frank toucloeli tbe spring wllicb hermetically sealed. every
window and door alloard tbe Diver.
Then he cried:
"Take your last look at the sky for somewhile!''
A quick switcb of the lever and the reservoir tilled. Down sank the
submarine boat.
She went down with a gentle motion and touched the bollom in a
comparatively brie'f time.
The shock was hardly perceptible and Frank instantly pressed a key
which set all the electric lights blazing.
Tue momentary spell or darkness was replaced by a vivid light, and
now it was a strange and wonderful scenjl which was revealed to tbe
gaze of the voyagers.
They were at the bottom of the ocean.
It was a wonderful thing to reflect upon, and Sam Bagnall was for
a tinte speechless.
The slides fell from the heavy plate glass observation windows.
Tue bed of the ocean lay revealed in a bewildering panorama.
As far as the rad111s of the electric light, all manner of forms of sub
marine life were seen swimming about in the clear depths.
A bed of clear white sand comprised the bottom of the sea. This
was dotted with coral growths and clumps of acquatic plants.
Among these swam !ish or ail sizes. hues and specteR.
In the sand were crabs, huge water spiders, ocotopuses and shell
lisb or all kinds.
For some moments all gazed upon the spectacle in silence.
Then Barney cried :
" Begorra, it's a foine sotght now, is it notf'
"Golly! l don' link l want dat big crab to get his claws onto dis
chile," nffirmed Pomp.
·• Bejabers, he'd make yez bowl, I'm aftber tbinkin'," rejoined the
Celt.
" Mercy on us!" gasped Bagnall, finally. "Are you quite sure we
shall be able to get back to the surface again, Frank?''
Tllis created a laugh.
" Well, we will take chances on it," replied Frank. " What llo you
think of the bottom of the sea!''
" It is a very beautiful but a very outlandish place.''
"Well snidl However, we will walt here awhile until you become
more accustomed to it, and then perhaps we will take a walk out
there!"
"Take a walk out there!" gasped Sam. "What on' earth do you
mean, Frank? You are joking!"
"On the contrary, I am in earnest."
Sam stared· at the young inventor.
" Then I doli'~ understand youf' he said.
"You will, when I tell you that I have diving suits which we can
easily put on and then go anywhere out there.''
"Ob, I see!'' cried Sam, with great interest, " lint will it be hardly
CHAPTER III.
safe to do that?"
"Why not?"
EN·!l.OUTE.
" There are so many horrible monsters out there; I should rear that
As more rapid progress could be made, Frank preferred to travel ' they would attack us."
on the surface or the ·sea.
Fran It la'ugbeu at this.
The Diver proved a very rapid sailing vessel, and plowed through
" We must look ·out for them," be said. "The majority of them
the waves like an ocean greyhound.
will not trouble us if we are careful."
Day after day passed.
"Ugh!'' exclaimed Sam; "1 don't know whether I'll agree to go
No s~orm had been encountered thus far. Numerous steam and with you or not."
'
sailing crafts had been met.
At this moment a sharp cry came from the pilot house a \Jove.
These answered the Diver's signal in a chary rasbion, as iC afraid of
Barney had focussed the searchlight upon a distant dark object in
its character.
.
the ocean depths.
Which caused a laugh on board the submarine boat.
It at once showed up as a sunken wreck, and sure that the oUt"They probably Lake us tor a pirate," laugbod Bagnall. "To be era would be interested, the Celt crt~d:
sure we might set torpedoes under any of these crafls, and blow them
" Och, bone, wud yez come here an' see the soight? Come ivery
out of the water."
wan av y(>z! It's a sunken ship!''
"If they knew bow harmless we are in disposition," s~>id Frank,
"A sunken ship!" exclaimed Bagnall.
"they would not be so afraid or us!"
Instantly he sprang Ul> tlle spiral stairs, and into the pilot-bouse.
u You nre right!" 1
He saw the distant object at once.
But as they sailed on, Sam became impressed with a powerful
" I t is a sunken wreck!" he criad. " Some unfortunate victim of
curiosity to see ttJe bottom or the ocean.
ocean's storms."
He mentioned this to Frank, and the young inventor said:
" True," replied Frank. " From this distance she looks like a mer" At a good opportunity we will descend and you shall have your chant vessel. Shall we go over and take a look at her!"
-wlsb., There is too great a depth here."
"Oh, that Will be splendid!" cried Sam, eagerly.
" About what is the depth at this point!'' asked Sam.
Frank at once pressell the r eservoir valve softly.
"Fully one mile.''
She arose a few feet from ttJe bottom and sailed slowly nearer to the
" One mile?"
wreck.
''Yes.''
'I'be sunken vessel lay well upon its side, and its hull and rigging
"Whew!'' exclaimed Sam. "If we ever got down there we'd never were badly shattered. No doubt It was tbe victim of a terrible storm.
get up again!''
The Diver settled down quite t:ear to the wreck.
"No; what is more- we could not descend to such a depth if we
Theu the search-light sbowed it up as plain as·day.
wanted to."
Every detail of the b u!l was revealed and a thrilling sight was ac"Why not!"
corded the submarine voya<rers.
" The pressure or the wat"r would be so great that we should be
At <One or the ports there iay bait over the embrasure a ghastly, grin·
crushed hke an eg-gs bell ~nd float in mid-water as it were, as we should nin~ skeleton.
·
be more buoyant than the water at that depth."
For some reason it had !ailed to become disintegrated, and there it
"Enough!" sai<l Sam, wttb a deep breuth. "I am satisfied; I don't remained, a dismal sentinel. ·
want to trv anything or tbnt sort."
The sight caused all a shiver, and Sam exclaimed:
"Nevertheless, we shall soon be in a more shallow part of the ocean
"Ugll! that poor devtl failed to 11:et out or the cabin in time."
.and th.,re we wtll descend."
"Tl:at was to be his fate!" said Frank, "doubtless there are others
"All right!'' agreed Sam. "I leave it. all to you. You know what inside.''
is best!"
The submarine boat lay easily upon a sort of reef, and alter seeing
The next day· Frank said:
that she was in a s!lfe position, .!!'rank said to Barney:

"By all means,'' cned Bagnall. "You ougllt to do that!"
" Step inside. then."
Both stepped into the pilot-house. Burney was at the wheel.
"Barney," said Frank, •· press lever Numller 3,"
Barney did so.
Tbis had the effect or hermetically sealing every door and window
on board the Diver.
Then Frank pressed the lever which opened the reservoirs. Instant.ly the boat sank.
The watclling·crowd on the shore saw the submarine boat vanish.
It was a wonderful sight, and nil watclled with suspense to see it
come up again.
.
Its course under water was clearly marked by tbe glare or the electric lights.
,
1'hose on board the Diver · experienced not the slightest inconveinence from being under water.
The oxy11:en generators furnished the passengers wtt~ tile best and
the sweetest or air.
It was indeed a novelty to 'Sam Bagnall, and he was beside himself
with interest and excitement.
Frank did not allow the boat to remain under the surface long:
It came up a few hundred yards from where it went down, and as it
sprang dripping from \he depths, deafening cileers greeted it.
Once a11:ain Frank and Sam appeared on deck.
1'1Jeu the boat gli<led on down the current.
Readestowu was quickly left behind, and was soon out of sight altogether.
Darkness shu~ down before the ocean was reached, but this diJ not
impede the progress of the Diver.
The electric search-light sent its pathway or light down tile stream
for a good distance, making objects plain in its course.
Thus the1Jiver continued on until at lenr"'tb it was in the open sea.
Frank bad set his course for tbe Cape o Good Hope, intending to
thence make his way up intQ the Yellow Sea.
It would require some months to make this cruise with all the stops
they proposeu making.
But the submarine travelers were not in any special burry to reach
the Yellow Sea.
.
They knew that nobody would run away with the Pearl Cave, and
that they would find it intact,
So the Diver sailed on all that night.
The next day as all came on deck it waa seen that they were in the
·
midst or the boundless tossing sea.
Land was not in sight.
.
I They were sailing smoothly and rapidly and the Diver appeared to
be extremely steady and stu ncb and a good sea boat.
The bracing air was most enjoyable and Sam Bagnall in particular,
was delighted with the prospect. Truly a most auspicious start upon
a thrilling series of adventures had been made.
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" Bring out the diving-suits, Barney!"
" All roight, sor!" and B:.mey disappeared with alacrity,
Bagnall shrugged his shoulders.
" Ugh!" he exc!airned. "I don't know as I dare go out there,
Frank, I feel a bit shaky."
'Ihe young inventor luughed.
"You'll soon get over tllat!" he said. "You had better go!''
Barney produclld the suits at this( moment. Frank proceeded to don
one, saying:
"I tbinl• you can go with us, Barney, l'omp will keep us supplie:l
with air."
" All roigbt, sor!" cried the Celt, with delight.
This at once enthused Bagnall.
·
" All right!" he cried. "I am going, too."
"That is right!" cried Frank•. "I'll see that no harm comes to
von!''
• In a few moments 1111 three were equipped for tile trip to tile wreck.
Pomp was an Interested spectator.
"it be mall turn nex' time," he said. "Yo' needn't · put on sich
a.irs, yo' good fo' nuffin l'Ishmnn."
Barney made a grimace at the darky by way of reply. Then all
was ready.
lt was necessary to elevate the Diver about forty feet so that there
could be plenty of play for the hie lines.
The manner of leaving the Diver was by means of an ingenously
constructed vestibule.
This had two doors; one leading into the cabm and the other on
deck.
In these doors were apertures for the life lines. The helmets were
not adjusted until the divers were in the vestibulll.
This was then tilled with water by a valve and opening the outer
door the divers walked out.
Frank led the way.
It was a new experience for Bagnall and for a moment he felt
faint and giddy,
'
The pressure of the water made fearful noises in his ears, but after
a few moments he overcame this.
He followed Frank and Barney to the rope ladder which Jell down
from the boat's deck.
Down this all three climbed aild were aoon upon the sands below.
'l'here they stood for a moment.
"Well,'' cried Bagnall, "here we are; now for the fun!"
To his surprise the others did not answer him. Then he suddenly
recollected that very likely they did not hear him.
Under water, it would be necessary for them to put the helmets
close together in order :o be beard.
Indeed at this moment Frank placed his helmet to Sam's, and
shouted:
" Are yon all right?"
"Yes,'' replied Sam. "Is this the only way 1 can make you bear?"
"Yes!"
" That is very strange. What way shall we go now?"
"Keep close behind me and you shall see. I will lead the way.''
And this Frank proceeded to do.
CHAPTER IV.
THE SUNKEN TREASURE.

bad nlread~ proceeded some distance toward the wreck.
Bagnall followed Frank, and in this manner the distance to the
wreck was accomplished.
No Incident of special interest transpired on the way.
The fishes swarmed about the divers in curious schools, and it being
a new experience to Bagnall at times, he was really alarmed, as some
' of them were exceedingly large.
Reaching the wreck,- Baruey proceeded to clamber into one of the
'BARNEY

po~t~~~ electric light from

above made all quite plain in the vicinity.
Frunk and B:1gnall followed Bar r ey, and all three were now upon the
·
main deck of the vessel.
Even as they entered the open port, Frank saw a uismnntle;l gun,
r.ot but a few feet back. At once he put his helmet close to Sum's. and
elwuted:
" Upon my word, this vessel carried an armaceot. She looks to me
like an old-time type of !)irate vessel."
"You don't mean it!" exclaim ed Sam, at once interested and de·
lighted. "Perhaps there is treasure aboard.''
"Perhnp~ so.''
"Will it not pay to search for it!"
"OIJ yes.''
Frank proceeded to adjust liis life lines to permit or invading the
vessel further, as did the others.
·Then leading the way, the young inventor passed along the main
or gun deck to the cabin statrs.
Light shone in at the catlin windows !rom the electnc radiance
without.
Objects were fairly visible, and a strange sight was revealed. The
explorers stood spell-bound.
Along a bunch at one side of the cabin, sat six grinning skeletons,
just as t11ey had given up tbeir lives in the sinking of the ship.
At a cabin table sat two otbers, and upon the lloor were a couple
more. It was a l(haslly sight.
Bnt upon the table was a large iron chest, atd overturned before
it, was a heap or coins.
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It required but a moment's ~xamination to show Frank that they
were gold doubloons and roubles. It was a large treasure.
The three divers put their helmets together.
1• Begorra, we've sthruck it rich, haven't we?'' cried Bnrney.
/ ' You are right!'' shouted Frank. "They "ere evidently having a
division or their spoils when the ship went down!"
" What do you suppose sent it to tbe bottom!" naked Bagnall.
"That mqy forever remain a mystery,". replied Frank. "Perhaps
a storm, but more likely a solid shot from some cruiser.''
"Mercy! If that is all gold in that heap it will enrich ns!'' cried Sam,
excitedly.
"Certainly!" replied Frank. " We will devise some way to get it
back to the Diver!"
"Begorra, I cum prepared for that, sor!" cHed Barney.
"You did!"
" That 1 did, sor.''
And the Celt prod;;ced a large leather bag, into which be proceeded
to rake a lot of the coin.
lt was ~peedily tilled, however. The balance of the treasure Frank
placed in the chest cover, nod ht~ and Sam carried it. while lsarney
Jogged on behind with the bag.
They returned to the gun deck.
Here Frank saiu:
" Shall we go back to the Diver, or shall we explore furtberr•
Sam quickly replied:
·• Suppose we leave the treasure here and look further through the
wre.,k, we ctm return and· get it when we choose!"
.
"Ou, certainly!''
So the gold coins were left at the port by which they had entered.
Then Fran.k led the way back to the cabin.
To the forecastle and the magflzine the divers went. Dozens of
skeletons were found.
It seemed as if the ship must have foundered very suudenly, for
many or the viclims were seen to have been ;n the act of accomplishing eome duty. They seemed to have been taken unawares by the terrible death which had so swiftly rushed upon tht>m.
With more than ordinary Interest the explorers viewed the ghastly
scenes.
That the vesael seemed to have been a pirate was certain.
She carried eight carronades and a swivel gun on the forward
deck. The tlmbP.rs had rotted, and this beavv piece of ordnance had
fallen through into the hold.
Heaps o! rusted swords and small carbines and blunderbusses
were seen; but. nothing more of value was round.
It seemed that Frank had hit upon the truth in the suggestion
that tlley bad been in the act or dividing the treasure when death
descended upon the1n.
Thera wus no way o! learning the name or the ship, but 1t seemed certain that she belonged to a period of buccanneering fully two
centuries prev1ous.
Again the divers put their helmets together, and Frank shouted:
" Shall we retarn now!''
" I am agreeable!'' replied Sam.
" BtJgorra, I've hud enuff!" cried Barney.
So Frank led the way back to the open port by which they had entered. A few moments later carrying the treasure they were traveling ns rapidly lis possible towards the ro·pe ladder.
Suddenly J;Jarney threw himself in front of Frank.
He droppe<l the bag of treasure and the other divers dropped their
load as well.
They started awlftly for the ladder. There was good reason for their
haste. A deadly peril threatener\ them.
A strange-looking monster fish which seemed a cross between a
sword fish and the shark was bearing down upon them most savagely.
But there was not time to reach the rope ladder.
Frank saw that a battle with the fiab must result and be instantly
prepared ror it.
'l'urning quick as a !lash, he drew a powerful knife from his belt.
This IHi held aloft.
Barney and ~am did the same. The monster fish came down upon
them lil<e a wbirlwmd, but or a sudden with a whirl .of its mighty tail
it changed its course and described a circle about them.
lt was seen to have a powerful long lance attached to its nose, fully
as long us the ordinary swordfish.
It was as quick as a mackerel and as wary as a crab.
Severn! times it !lashed allout the divers in a crrcle.
It .evidently meant to att,ack them, but it was seeking a vulnerable
point.
It was a moment of suspen9e for the three divers.
Each recogmzed the t!ea<lly peril in whi\)h they were.
If the deadly eword should happen to strike any one of them theresult must needs be fatal.
It ·would certainly penetrate the diving suit and the victim ·would in- ,
stantly drown.
1
.
•
But Frank Reade, Jr., did not intend that this Rhould happen if he
could help it.
The bfg fish suddenly ctmnged its tactics.
Swift as a llnsh 1t came straight for Frank.
But the young inventor nimbly dodged. Tile big fish passed between
him and Sam Bagrall.
Its sword would have struck Barney bad not the Celt been quick as
lightning. He dodged just iu time.
But· Frank on one side and Sam on the other, gave tue fish a fearful
blow with the knives.
.
1
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The result was of impo.rtnnce. Blood spurted from the wounds and
the monster fish took a shoot upwards, lashing the water into a whirl·
pool.
The three divers sank down to avoid being swept from their feet.
Every instant "Frank expected the big fi~ll to come in clo9e contact
witll his life line and break it.
But luckily he did not.
Whether the big fish went to the surface or not was never known.
Pomp on boar,! the Diver saw his body sboct up by.
'l'ller., just as the divers were recovering themselves, Sam placed his
helmet close to Frank's and shouted:
"Look out! He's comiog down!"
This was tru€.
Looking upward the heavy body of the fish was seen to come
tumbling down. Down it came to the white sands below.
Then it was at once seen to be dead.
The deadly knives had done their work. The great peril was re·
moved.
A hasty look at the monster was indulged in. Then Frank gave the
Si!!na~ pull on his line lor Pomp to descend with the Diver.
'
-Down came the sub!l')arine boat and rested on the sands. Barney
appeared at the pilot house window.
.
lt was now an easy matter for the divers to go aboard.
Barney drnggell the !Jag of doubloons into the vestilmle, and Frank
and Sum followed with the chest cover.
'l'hen the outer door wa~ closed, the pumps freed the vestibule of
water and the three adventurers took otl' their diving suits.
Into the cabin they went, and POIJlP greeted them joyfully. 1
The darl<y's eye~ ~hone like stars.
"Golly, Marse Frank!" he cried. "1 done gibbad yo' up when I
seen dat big filh goin' fo' yo'!"
,
"Well, it was a close c:lll !'' agreed Fmnk.
,
"But look at the treasure we have recovered!" cried SaCJ Bagnall.
'' Begorra, it's a foine heap av money!" declared Barney.
The voyag~>rs now became so interested In the lucky lind that tiJev
forgot all else.
Ttle bag of doubloona was emptied upon the table. -Then they were
~ounted and weighed, and the vPlue of the gold estimated.
"It is worth r.bout sixty tllousand dollars!" declared Frank after a
time.
" Quite a snug little fortune," cl'ied Bagnall. ,
"Jn,leed it is!" agreed Frank; "how shall we make the division?''
"Oh, equally!" cried S:1m. "We all had a hand In it."
"Are you satisllell?" asked Frank.
'
"Oh, certainly!"
Frank was alJoat to speak again when a thrilling thing happened.
CHAPTER V.
BARNEY LAYS FOR POMP.
THERE came a sudden, ·terrillc shock as if an avalanche had struck
the boat. All the occupants were knocked from their feet.
And the gold was scattered everywhere. But no one bothered their
wits about that.
·
It seemed as if some terrible accident had befallen the Diver.
When the voyagers regained their feet, Frank rushed to the observation window.
,
What he saw gave him a thrill.
A tremendous deep sea whale nearly as big as the boat, had struck
the boat, nod findir.g an antagonist had come about for another trial.
"My God!" cried Sam, in notes of alarm. "We are lost!''
"If d11t ar whale strikes dis boat agin we is,'' averred Pomp.
And, indeed, so it looked to everybody. The monster was preparing
for another charge.
· Frank Real!e, Jr., knew how desperate the eituation actually was.
If the monster should charge headlong against the boat again he
WliDld be apt to crush it.
So Frank acted instantly.
With one leap be was In the pilot-boose. Quick as a flash he seized
the wheel and brought about head on to the whale.
Now tho Diver had a very. sharp ram. Should the whale try conclu·
sions with that he would be !:>st.
On came the monster full speed.
When he struck the point of the ram-well, everybody knew that
something had happened
There waa a terrillc shock, the Diver quJvered like an aspen, then
began to heel over.
"Sink her, Barney!" cried Fmnk, who bad been hurled down the
stairway by the concussion. " Let her go to the bottom, quick!''
The Celt had been at Frank's shoulder all t~ while.
He had also been burled to the floor of the pilot-house.
But he was instantly upon his feet and rushed to the key board.
Quick as a flash, be pressed the reservoir lever.
The Diver sank and lay half upon its side.
That was a trial moment for 1ts staunchness, for the whale impaled
upon the ram was thrashing furiously and threatening the boat with
destruction.
But this wns only for a moment.
The huge monster suddenly ceased its violent actions, and lay inac·
tive upon the bottom of the ocean:
lt was dead.
The ram had penetrated a vital part to the depth of fully ten feet.
The great battle was over.
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Tile voyagers had now recovered, and all rushed to the observation
windows.
" Whew," cried Sam Bagnall. " if we are going to run up against
such snags as that right along, I think we had better keep on the surface.''
"He is a monster!" declared Frank. "I never saw a bigger whale."
" Begorra,it's lucky he didn't sthrike the !Joat broalisi<le on agin,''
declared Barney.
"Golly, I don' fink we am rid ob him yet, chile," answered Pomp.
This was a fact.
Tlle ram, thrust so,. deep into the whale'B head, held the boat.
Frank put 011 all power apd ~ried Lo back away.
Bnt it was or no use.
.The ram evidently was stuck in the monster's skull and was im·
movable on account of the immense weight.
\
Here was a predicament.
They were hopelessly anchored for a time at least at the bottom of
the ocean.
This would not do.
Frank at once turned to Barney and said:
"Bring ou::. the diving suits, Barney. We must cut away from that
ob~truction."

"All rl"'ht SOl!"

•' HI .- M~rs~ Frank, won't yo' let dis chilP go out too, sah?"
''Yes," replied Frank; "Sam and I will ~tay aboarli. You and
B:1rney can do the cutting away."
With alacrity. the two at once set about their task.
In a few moments t!Jey had doniJed their diving suits and quickly
left the cabin.
Equipped wilh axes and hluhber spades, they speedily got to work.
It was nevertheleRs no small task.
R owever, they finally succeeded in freeing the ram and returned
aboard.
.
For a time the voyagers bad a sufficiPncy or submarine adventure,
and Sam Bag null cried:
" Let us go to the surface, Frank. This may be all right enough
for those that lil<e it, bat I've had enough. Wait until we get to the
cave of pearls."
Frank laughed at this.
.
"You don't hold out very well," he said. " •I am afraid you would
not. be a success as a submarine nnvigator."
" I dare say not,'' acknowledged Sam-q at least, I have had
enough,"
"Very well; we will go to the surface."
,
However, Fnu1k let the Diver run a few miles under water, and
then opening the reservoir valve, the boat went to the surface like a
cork.
As she came up out of the water so quickly, the sun was shining
brightly and beautifuyy over 'the broad and clear expan8e.
Frank once more headed the boat to the southeast, and lashed the
wheel. The Diver sped on like a bird.
1
Not a sail was visilJle on the horizon. Later that day Frank chang.
ed the course to the south ward, and said:
·• We should cross the equa~or by the end of the week. We 'Will
then, in a couple of days, sight the Island of St. Helena. From thence
to the Cape to Good Hope it is a very clear and rapid sail.''
.Tilts announcement was hailed with much pleasure and satisfaction
by Sam Bagnall.
" After we have made the Cape of Good Hope," he said, "I shall
feel as if we were pretty well on our way to the Yell ow Sea.''
" Something over half wayl" said Frank.
" Well, that is something!"
" Ah, certamly !"
Barney was now once more busyiJg lumself in shining np brass
work in the cabin.
Pomp was engaged in the galley getting nJl some of those deleet·
able dishes which he knew so well how to invent.
Frank and Sam sat out on the deck, enjoying the balmy air.
IL was some while since Barney had beAD able to play any practical
joke on his colleague, for the fact, that Pomp had been wholly on his
guard,
Several times the darky bad ventured to put up a job on the Celt,
but each lime some circumstance had conspired to defeat iiim.
They were extremely food of playing jokes on each other.
Of course Frank did not permit it. !Jut he might as well have tried
to turn the north wind into th"l south.
They would persist in 'their pranks in spile of all.
lL was hard to say which· generally got the best of the argument.
As a whole it •vas a pretty even matter. But on this occasion Bar.
ney grinned and muttered to himself:
"I belnve I'll give that naygur a pretty good dose tbis toime.
Shure, I'll pizen him!"
·
So he scraped away at the brass railings and chuckled to himself the
while.
He finished his task and then stuck his head above the compan·
ion way.
It was easy to see that the coast was clear. Frank Reade, Jr., and
· Sam were well engaged.
'l'he Celt went back down into the cabin and tip·toed to a position
from whence he had a good view of the galley.
. There was forr.p 1n1ustriously at work. The darky suspected noth·

an g.

The Celt chuckled.
"Begorra, I'll spile his fonl'' he muttered.

I
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Pomp was singing merrily:
" Down in ole Kyarline,
Dis darky's gwine to go,
Back to de ole plantation,
Once mob--"
Bang-clatter-clash! Pomp had droppeli his skillet, drowning the
last st:.uza.
'
"Bress mah soul, dat am a berry bud sign,'' be sputtered, " de
las' time 1 dropped mah skillet, 1 done l!eard dat mall uncle in Kyarline who's gwil:e fo' to leave me all hi~ fortune, bad done got lucked
by a mew!, but didn't die. Mebbe I bear now be !Jab 'died an' le!' his
money to somtl good fo' nutliu' nigger, an' I gets lelt. Jes',mah lucb;."
Barney grinned and rubbed hiS sides.
"Begorra, ye'll thinks it's ba!! luck yez are bavin'," he muttered.
"I'll foix ye, yez blacl1 son av a gun."
Tile Celt crept up the back stairs over the galley.
Here the cl!imney arose just al:love a jog in the deck. It was protected by a patem tlauge, so tl!at even wren under the water, the
smoke could be forc~d out.
Barney understoud the mechanism of this well.
By pulling out a little pin tl!e !lange would drop, and there-well
we sllall see.
Barney pulled out tile pin. Pomp was j:~st in the a·ct of bending
over the tire pot, a; Barney saw by looking down through a tiny aperture.
·
•
It was the moment for actiOn.
Barney drew the pin. Instantly the pneumatic draught was re·
versed.
Down the chimney' came a fearful gust of smoke and sout, and
took Pomp fuJi in ,tl!e face.
.
Mouth, nose, ears and hair, were tii:ed ivicb the fearful black soot.
Tl!e darky was fairly knocked over with tl!e force or the Lbiug. lt
was a territlc dose.
'
Spluttering and gasping, he regained his feet.
But it was some momen:s before he could see anything.
Then, after digging tile soot out of his eyes, he saw himself in a
glass near.
Mercy on us! he was a sight indeea.
Of course tbe black did not show on his ebony skin, but his white
apron and nifty colored shirt were a sight to bebvld.
Moreover, his wbole row of dellctous pies upon the table near were
literally buried in soot.
,
i"or a moment the darky gazed aghast upon this catastrophe.
Of course be never once dreamed of the true cause of it.
He bad r;o idea tbat tbe miscllievions Celt above had slipp9lt the pin
lHICk' in its place and was now rolling over, convulsed with laughter.·
" Begorra, I've turned the tallies on the naygur this toime!" he muttered, in great glee. "He'llniver git aveu wid IJ!Il fP.r tbat."
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Now there was a grea~ difference tn tbe shape of Barney's and Pomp's
feet.
The <lar)ly's were much longer and larger.
As soon as Pomp came down from tbe deck he at once saw the telltale footprints.
A great change came over the darky's face. He scratched his woolly bead.
" On mab wo'd,'' he muttered, " I done jus' know wba' to tink ob
dat. Dey look berry much lak de feet oll dat I'ishman!''
Pomp went to tbe lavatory and proceeded to wash bimself.
He donned a clean sbirL hud apron.
Then wiLl! blood in Ius eye ue went into the cabin.
Barney was busy scouring some brass work. Tlle Celt was as sober
as a clock.
'
"Say, Mistah I'isb," said Pomp, E'Xcitedly, "youse tiuk youse berry
smarht! don' yo'? But yo' amn't so s!IKirbt as yo' je>' fink yo' am!"
" BeJabers, wan wudn't nade to be consbumed wid smartneas to
match yez,'' retor~ed Barney.
" Huh, yo' tiuk yo' play vo' nasty tricks on me, an' don' git found out
~~

.

.

· '' Pbwat's that yez say? Yez are off yer base, nnygur! What IVi·
deuce have yez got tbat I've iver played any nasty trick on yez?''" Yo' ball lleen in mall kitchen an' done covered eberyfing obcr wit
soot!"
"Phwat?" roared Barney. "Don't yez dare say I've been in yure
kitchen!"
"Yar,don' yo' say yo' habn't? Dar am de smut en yo' feet, an• yo'
.
footprints am on de kitcben floor."
Barney gave a startled glance at his feet.
In a moment he saw be was betrayed. Tile tell·tale expression on
his face remoYed tbe last ray or doubt in Pomp's mind.
Seeing tbat the joke was out Barney was nnuble to re3train his
laughter.
·
He fairly roared witb merriment, which outburst or course only enraged Pomp.
.
"Begorra, I'm square wid yez fer ould times!'' roared the Celt.
"That's tbe tolme I turned the tables on yez lJedad!''
. This was as far as the Celt got in his exultation. Tlle next moment
be was at his victim's mercy.
...-.
·
.
· Pomp lowered hi9 head and came at Barney.
The onslaugllt was so suddtm, tbat tbe Celt had no time to prepare
(or it.
The darky's head took him full in tbe slomacb and he went over like
a ten-pin.
He saw stars for a moment and the bre:lth was knocked out of
him. The darky was upon him instantly, and would have pummeled
him well, but at tbis moment an autboritative voice came down the
stairs.
" Barney and Pomp,. on deck:"
It was Frank calling tbem.
Instantly fori,(Otten was all else in the call to duty. They went flying up the cabin stairs.
CHAPTER VI.
On dec!( Frank and Sam had suddenly noted a strange yellow cloud
THE HURRICANE.
rising into the zenith from the southwest.
They well knew what it meant.
INDEED this would seem a nillicult thing for Porn)> to do.
"Mercy on us, Frank," cried Sum, "that looks like a hurricane!''
"Mab goodness!" gasped the dtsmayeLI darky; '.' wba' ebber did
"That's just what it is," agreed the young iuventor, in alarin,
git into dat ar Si.ove! I nebbet· see it do dat afo'."
"and a hurricane in these regions means something!"
Once more he approached the stove cautiously.
·
" What shall we do?"
It was dra\\ing us nicely as ever, and the fire was glowing llnely.
"I'll provide for that."
Evidently it had again resumed its normal condition.
,
As soon as Barney and Pomp came on deck: they at once saw and
Pomp scratched some of the soot out of his wool.
Tl!en he doffe:l his apron, an<! shook as mucb of the black sluff· off comprehemted the peril.
·~Massy Lordy, Marse Frank!'' cried Pomp, in alarm, "wba'ebber
him as he could.
" Dat am berry funny," he muttered. " . II yo' was n man, sah, l'd we gwlce to do!"
"Begorra, that sthorm wod br.;ak tte Diver all to pieces!" cried
gib yo' a bit ob a heatin'. Might a-knowed I'd hah sunln' happen to
me, droppin' dat ole skillet. Mall goodness, ian' ob massy, jPs' luk Barney.
"We'll see about that," said Frank; "clear the deck!"
at dem pies!"
·
Everythir.g portable on the deck was taken into tbe cabin. Frank
Pomp could have wept as he saw the products of his culinary
bel<l a patent barometer iu his hand.
•
skill so utterly nnnihilated.
With it he could measure the advance of the storm. It was certain·
He stood staring at them a moment, and then Africa's blooj began
ly marching rapidly along.
to boil.
Higher into tile zeinth rolled the yellow cloud. Now there came a
" Darn dat ole nasty stove!'' be yelled, •· take dat yo' dirty ling, an'
puff of wind. A disi.I!Dt line of surging white foam was seen.
dat, an' dat!"
•' It is comir.g right along!'' cried Bagnall.
Losing his temper in characteristic faRhion, Pomp began to kick tbe
"Yes!" agreed Frank, "it will be here iu ten minutes."
stove wi~h all h!s might.
" What shall we do!"
The result was more injurious to the darky than to the stove.
" Keep cool!"
His foot slipped and bis shta came violently in contact with the iron
Frank knew that they bad nothing to fear from the oncoming
frame.
The result was a yell of agony from the darky, who doubled himself storm. It would be easy enough for tbe Diver to descend beyond all
chance oC harm.
np and twisted frantically around the room.
But if any luckless sailing craft were upon the deep, and sbould
!
" Law sakes, I'se done kill mahse'f, an' all fo' dat _nasty stove!" he,
c01r.e in the path ' o( the storm, they would get rough usage.
1 howled.
However, not a sail was in ~ight 011 the horiz'ou.
As soon as the pain subsided an idea happened t.o strike the ·darky.
Tbere was, tllerefore, no chance for tbe submarine boat to render
" Mebbe dar urn sutliin' de mattah wif dat patent funnel!'' he mut·
aid to any snell lnckless craft.
tered. "I jes' go up an' see!"
Tile approach or the storm was certainly a most' grand spectacle.
And up the stairs be rushed. But before he reached the funnel, BarIt was watched with deep interest until it was evident that it was
ney bad slid down intd the cabin by the main stairs.
Tbe Celt quickly passed through the cabin into the galley w!1ere too risky to linger longer.
Then Frank said:
Pomp had been. He could see better the eH'ecL or his practical joke
"Sink be'r Barney!"
here, and convulsed with Jaugbter, he retreated into the main cabin
All rushed into the cabin.
before ~omp came down.
Barney pressed tbe valve which hermetically sealed the doors and
But unwittingly he betrayed himself.
Stepping into a huge pile of the soot in the middle or the floor, he windows. Then be opened tbe reservoir.
Down sank the Diver.
bad left l.!ls iootprints there as natuml as lire..
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They were not a moment too soon, for the hurricane burst above
them with terrible fury.
,
'
The Diver did noL descend entirely to the bottom of the sea.
.
S!Je forged ahead some lifr.y fathoms under the surface. At this
depth the rough uctiou of the waves was but slightly felt.
For fully hart an hour Frank held the barometer in his hand, and
then be said:
"The storm is over, Barney. Let her go up."
The order was obeyed, and the next moment the submarine bl)at
leaped out into the air again.
The sun was ebining brightty over the tossing sea.
To the westward could be seen the bank of receding storm clouds.
The storm had been a violent one as could be seen.
When the submarine boat bad gone down, there was no sign of a
sail upon the horizon.
'
·
But now as the submarine voyagers emerged on deck, Sam Bagnail cried:
"Look! mercy on us, there is a dismantled ship!"
This was true.
Driven before the gale a noble ship had bl)en stripped of masts and
rigging, and floated a ainkiog wreck upon t_he sea.
She was distant not half a mile and at once Frank cried:·
"Bear down for her, Barney, We must give ber aid."
Ttle Celt obeyed.
The submarine boat speedily bore down npop the wreck. As she
came wiLhiu bail, the forms of two men were seen at the rail.
They were waving their arms excitedly to attract attention,
Approaching within fifty yards, Frank bailed them.
"Ahoy the ship!"
" Ahoy!" came back.
" What ship Is that!"
" The Pearl, coast trader frQm Philadelphia, U. S. A."
" What 11 vour trouble!"
" We are cut down by the storm. Nine of 01,1r crew were swept
overboard. I am the mate, Nelson Peters, and this is the cook,
Francis Jones. We are the only survivors.''
"Heaveus!'' exclaimed Sam. "Is not that terrible!''
"All swept overboard but two," said Frank.
"No doubt they are willing to be taken off!"
"Oh, certainly.''
Then Frank hailed them again.
" Do yon want to come ofl!"
" We must or go to the bottom," was the reply, "for this ship is
sinking fast."
·
U was a thrilling moment.
CHAPTER VII.
IN THE YELLOW SEA,

IT would have been most inhuman to have gone on and left these
two unfortunate men to perish on the sinking wreck.
Frank had no iurention of doing this, however.
It could be seen that there was not much time left for the two survivors to leave the wreck.
They must come aboar<l at once or go down.
The wreck was settling fast. The rescue had come just in t!Ie nick
or time.
Frank went into the pilot ho~se.
He quickly swung the Diver close alongside the sinking vessel.
Then Barney shouted:
·
"Jump!''
Down leaped the two seamen. Frank gave the Diver headway and
the wreck was left behind.
Before the submarine boat had gone far, the wreck went down.
Nelson Peters, the mate or the Pearl, was an int!llligect man, and
graphically described their experiences.
"We left St.. P aul de Loanda four weeks ngo!" he said. "We
stopped at Ascension and were making good speed when the storm
broke, It used us up badly. Our rudder chain broke and then we were
at its mercy!"
"Well," said Frank, warmly. "You are welcome aboard the
Diver!"
"The Diver!" exclaimed Nelson. "Ah, I see, this is a Govern·
ment craft. A torpedo boat.''
"Not so!" replied Frank. "This is the submarine boat, the Diver."
"Submarine boat?" gasped Peters.
"Yes!''
"Yon don't mean to say that you travel under the sea with this
craft!''
"Just so!"
.
" Wall, I'll be keel hauled!" spouted the mate. "I've heard lots of
theories about traveling under water, but I've never seen them executed yet.''
" Well, you see it now!''
With this Frank showed Peters all over the boat.
The mate acted as if he was in a dream.
" And where were you during the storm?" be asked.
" We were under the surface,'' replied Frank.
·
" You don't menu itt''
"Yes, I dol"
" And yon didn't feel the storm at all down there!"
"Not in the least."
" Well, this beats all ~he wonders I've ever heard of! I'm beat!';
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"Now the best we can do with you," s_aid Frank, "is to Jrop you
at St. Helena."
" Tbut will do.''
·· · "You can get passage to some home port from there.''
" Certainly.''
Two days later, after fast sailing, one day Barney sighted St. Ifelen a.
The little islar.d where the famous Napoleon was so l'lng exilell was
approached not without some curtous feelings.
'l'!1e little harbor of J!WIIestown was enter~d nnd the Diver an•
chored.
A message was sent to the commandant, who replied in welcome
terms. Then Fran I• and Sum went ashore with the two rescu~d men.
Leave was taken or Peters and Jones here, They speedily secured
passage home.
I
Frank and Sam visited Longwood and Napoleon's tomb and then
returned to the Diver.
Once more the little submarine boat was under way, bound for the
Cape or Good Hope.
For days the southward course was held. Tben FrAnk stood in for
the Cape, wllich was the southern extremity of tb<J African continent.
One d .. y Capetown was sighted.
A brief stop was mt1de here. But none in the harbor suspected the
character of the Diver and m1ght have thought her simply a gentlemao's yacht.
After nrocnring a lew provisions here Frank started the Diver for
the Channel of Mozambique.
,
In due lime this was reached and the northward course begun
inside the Isle of Madagascar.
Days passed and still the staunch little Diver held to the north·
ward.
Rounding Cape Ambro, tbe course was then directly across the Indian Ocean.
Day after day the little craft forged on it11 way.
In due course the great distance was covered, and one line morning
the Isle or Barneo was sighted.
Through the China Sea the sail was one or deep Interest to all.
The cul"ious craft eQcountered the glimpses of Celestial ljfe, and all
was extremely Interesting.
The Isle of Formosa was passed, and then one day the Diver, after
a long trip, at last entered ttJe waters of the Yellcw SAa.
Sam Bagnall was Intensely excited.
"At last!" he cried. "Now we shall find the cave of p~rls.''
The Chinese Empire now lay upon one side or them, and the Peninaula of Corea upon the other.
·
The Yellow Sea was traversed by thousands
Chinese and Japanese craft.
There were pearl bunters, llsberinen or all kinds, sponge divers and
countless other species .of craft.
As soon as they were well into the 'Yellow Sea, Frank said:
"Now, we shall probably be ·under water for some time. We will
not come to the surface until we have found the Cave of Pearls.''
"Good!" cried Sam. "You will lind the bed or the Yellow Sea
most interesting." ·
'
"I have no doubt."
So the Diver was sent to the bottom.
The famous Yellow Sea is not greatly noted for its depth. The Diver
went down m two hundred feet uf water.
IL came upon a sandy plain, fairly studded with heaps or thEI rarest
and tnost beautiful of shells.
The water even was unlike the water in the Atlantic.
It had a soft yellowish hue, from which, no doubt, it gained its
name. Hosts or fish of all colors swarmed in its depths.
The marine plants were of the most rare a11d beautiful kind, and the
submarine voyagers gazed ilpon them in sheer wonderment.
"By jove," excluunell Frank, "thi.i is the fairy land of ' the submarine worl<l. It is enchanting!''
"Is it not?" cried Sam, entbusiustically. "I call it grand!"
" Yes, it truly is!''
However, the objP-ct of the submarine expedition was to discover
the Gave of Pearls. So the Diver was sent slowly forward througb
the water.
No haste was made as all were anxious to study the peculiarities or
the ocean depths here.
For some hours the boat kept on thus.
Tbe search-light made all as plain as day for a great distance ahead,
Many strange spectacles were revealed in 1ts glare.
Suddenly the whole region seemed to undergo a change.
Tlle sandy plain seemed to end and now the Diver sailed over
mighty coral forests of vari-colored coral.
A most beautiful sight it was.
All sorts of fantastic forms the coral insects had given their wol'ks.
Tbere were images of men of giants, of birds ~ nd beasts. Once the
coral formation took the shape of a huge palace.
This structure WtiS mighty in its proportions, and so real dld it seem
that all in the party were inclined almost to believe it the work or
human .hands.
·
"Yo~t would truly think that human beings had built tbat,'' cried
Sam. "Would you not!"
" Begorra, that's throe!" declared Barney. " It looks very much
loike the ould family castle av the O'Sbeas, me ancisters, an' they
were reluted to Brian Baru.''
Everybody smiled at this, but Barney did not observe it: so he was
• left to his fancy that all believed this tremecdous exaggeration.

ot
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On over th~>se wonderful sights the boat sailed.
Hours slipped lly thu8.
The voyagers were never tired of sitting by the observation win·
dows and studying the scene below.
\,
It was certainly grand beyond all description.
After awhile Sam crietl:
"Now we s~all come to the pearl banks. We sb&ll soon be looking
for the cave of pearls."
.
Of course all were endowed with fresh interest.
Now the coral formation began tb eease and once again the clear,
white sand be!!:an to show.
Suddenly Burney cried:
" Bejahers, ph what the di.vil i3 that?"
Down past the observation window carne a naked form. Down it
went and graQped a tuft or marine grass.
It was seen to be a type or Japanese pearl diver. He was ~omplete.
Jy naked.
One instant be gave a startled look at the diver.
It was sare to say that no invader of tbe ocean depths ever experi·
enced a more genume 'fright than this astonished diver.
He waited not for why nor wherefore.
The strange monster of the depths was Inexplicable to htm and up
be went like a flash.
Everybody laughed.
"l'll warrant he's a frightened Jap, '' cried Sam.
"He'll tefl his companiods above a fearful yarn," agreed Frank.
" They will probably never come here again looking for pearls.''
"You are right," laughed Sam. '' Oh. we shall run across Iota of
those fellows."
Th~ Diver kept on more slowly now.
Finally Frank stopped it altogether.
" Bring out the diving suits, Burney!" he commanded.
" What, now!" asked Sam
"I think I will indulge in~ little pearl hunting myself."
"Good! May I go with you!"
"Certainly. There cau go three in our party; Barney will remain
aboard."
1
The diving-suite now brought out were of a different pattern from
the others.
They carried no life lines, but each diver carried a chemical gene~ator and a reservoir upon hie back.
This enabled the submarine explorer to act more Independently, aud
tills was a great advantage,
The diving-snits wore quickly donned, and then all prepared to
leave the boat.
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CHAPTER VIII.
SEARC~ING

FOR PEARLS,

ex~Jorers were ready
to enter the vestibule.
This was quickly filled with water and then tliey emerged and stood
upon the deck.
It was a Vflry much greater ad-vantage to be rid of the lifelines.
The new diving suits seemed a big saccess.
.
. Frank led the way cown the rope ladder. As there were no life·
lines the Diver now was able to rest safely upon the bed of the ocean.
Sam }Jagnall was right in his element.
The dream of his life to explore the depths or the Yellow Sea was
finding a. realization.
'
He was delighted.
All now began to search for the per.rls.
Generally these are fountl in th~ shell of a peculiar species or
oyster.
But in the Yellow Sea thP.y were to be found broadcast, where
they had been deposited ages before by the probable decomposition of
the shells.
The btmaWul jewels were easily distinguishable from the pre! ty
pebbles which abounded everywhere.
Within a very few moments Frank had put his hand upon a beauty,
which was certainly worth s!'veral hundrtJd dollars.
1
Then Porn~ found one.
The darky was delighted. He hel<l it up for the others to see.
But though the vicinity was thoroughly searched, no~ anotller was
found.
It was more than likely that the localityhnd been well explored by .
the pearl divers. .
'
During the search they had wandered some distance from the
Diver.
·
There was no danger in remainir.g under the water, so long as the
chemical generators worked all Jllght.
·
If they should give out, of course suffocation would ensue.
But there was no danger of their givi,ng out, unless some injury was
done them. This, of course, was a possible thiug.
Thus' far nothing had been seen of any dangerous species of fish.
There was what the Japs call the " man fish,'' a species or giant
shark, but no specimen had been encountere1.
As it was, Frank had equipped himself with one of his deep-water
needle guns. Therefore he feared nothing.
But he was destined to tave a chance to use it before Ute return
was made.
Pomp was the one to stir up the hidden peril.
The <larky received such a scare as he d1d not soon get over.
He was exploring in the sands when he came upon a loug ridge

IT was not long before the three submarine
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which rose perhaps a foot high and extended into the depths of some
marine growth.
·
This ridge seemed like a ridge of sand laid up nicely by the action of
opposing current.s.
'l'be darky never dreamed thaL there was anything under it.
Suddenly and just as Pomp was about to put his hand upon it, it
began to move.
"Golly!" gasped tbedarky, with bulging eyes bacl• of his helmet
glass. "Wha' de debbil am datT"
The ridge of sand was motionless again. The darky viewed curi·
onsly.
"I jes' wondah if d•tr am anyfing undab dat heap ob sar.<l!" he muttered. " If tlere is, den wha' de debbil kin it be?"
Curiosity was nn overmastering corr.ponent part of Pomp's nature.
The more he reflected the deeper became his purpose to know what
was under that ridge of sand.
So he drew a keen knife and quickly thrust the point down into the
sand.
The result was startling.
Instantly the sand was dispelled. Up rose a huge $reen fold, a long,
gigantic, sinewy, snake·like form.
It r.ose high above Pomp's bead, and the darky recoiled in terror.
"Golly!" gasped Pomp. "1 done fink dat am the sea·serpeut,
Marse Frank! help! hlllp!"
or course Frank could not hear his cries.
But the commoti.on in the water made waves which str!lck his he!met and drew his attention.
Turning in surprise, he saw the mighty serpent-like form contorting
itself aboat Po01p.
·
The darky was caught in one of the ~olds and Frank saw a
mighty pair of j1,1ws over the luckless fellow.
For one brief instant it seemed to the youn~ inventor, as tf the sea·
serpent had indeed proved itself a reality.
Then he saw by the huge fins and thE! crested back that this was
only a mi~hty specimen of deep sea eel.
"My God!" gasved the young inventor. " What a monster hA ie.
I fear Pomp is doomed!"
But Frank was not the one to stand by and see his faithful follower
die.
·
He woultl make at least one effort to save his life.
So quick as a Jlasb, he drew aim with the needle gun.
It was tbe firBt time he had ever tried the weapon upon large game
In the deep sea.
.
To say that it was a success would be a mild statement.
The needle struck the eel full in the lower jaw. The explosion
fairly tore it into shreds.
The monster was conto ted even . more fearfully than before. But •
Frank was not satisfied.
He quickly threw another neddle into the gun. Again he drew aim
and pressed the lever.
Again the needle went straight to the mark. It struck the el'! this
lime in the neck and its entire head was blown ell.
Pomp was hurled yards away by the contortions of the huge body of
the eel.
But his life was saved.
He picked himself up unhurt. In a few moments the death strug- ,
gle was over.
The bo1ly of the eel lay passive upon the bed of the ocean.
Then Frank and Sam rushed forward. They put their helmets to·
getber and Sam shouted:
"You were just in the nick of time, Frank."

"Yes."

"Isn't he a monster! He looks like a snake."
"Let us measure him."
This was done.
To the amazement of all, the big eel was found to be full fifty feet
in ler.gLh.
He was a r.~onster!
"Such creatures belong to an antedelnvian period," declnred
Frank. " I doubt if that eel was ever seen by human eyes before.
He may be thousands of years old for all we !<now."
" Perhaps he is the mocster called the sea serpent by so mauy people," said Sam.
"No," replied Frack; "he is not that individual. These species of
eel live on the bottom; they never go the surface.''
" Do you believe it!''
· " I know it."
The discussion end.ed here. B!lt Pomp had made a resolution.
This was to stick his knife blade into no more ridges of sand.
But for Frank's opportune shot with the needle gun he would have
lost his life.
There was no doubt of this.
They had now wandered from the submarine boat fully a quarter or
a mile.
It could be located easily enough by means of the glare of the
search light. :Hut Frank was decidetl t.hat it wns be&t to return.
So he made sirna to the others to ~his effect.
At once his request was complied with. All three divers set out
upon the return t:> the Diver.
As they came along they had come by a high mound of sand. No
particular attention had been given to it.
All had adjudged it simply an elevatiOn made by Nature in the
smooth an<l sandy plain.
Notbin!r more.
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But now as they vieMed it from a ditl'erent quarter a peculiar
thing was noticed.
All three came to n halt.
Frank put his helmet to Sarr!a and ahouted
" What do you think of it?"
" It looks hl;e an old-fashioued ship."
"So it does!"
The sand pile certainly had the ou11ines of a ship, something after
the pattern - of a Chinese junk. Jt bad this a!Jpearance, beyond
donut.
' But was it such!
'l'his remallle:l to be seen.
Frank approached the heap of sand, and began to kick some of i~
aside w1~h his foot.
He boldly began to climb it.
But he had not taken mauy steps, when suddenly and without a
second's warning he went crashing downwat·d out or sight.
For a moment Sam and Pomp stood tJonor stricken .
His su,lden disappearance tilled them with a tleadly fear. Tiley
/
!Jardly knew what to do.
"Golly!" gasped Pomp. "Marse Frank am. done fo'. Nebber say
dat. lie mus' Jes' be sabedl"'
With this i<.lea in view, the plucky darky rushed up to the spot where
Frauk had I.Jeen.
.
But ala~! the moment his feet touched the treacheroud sands, be
also went out of slgbt in a twinkling.
Sam Bagnall, the survivor, stood spellbound and !Jorror-strucl>.
What should be do?
For a lew moments he was utterly unable to act
Then desperately he started forwari.l, determined to rescu!l them or
at least to die with them.
He paused cautiously, however, wben near the verge orthe opening
in t!1e sands.
.
Where diu it lead to? For aught he knew to the center of the earth.
Forge tting himself, be shouted:
"Hello, Frank! Wbartt are you!"
Of course, no answer came back. Bagnall was irresolute for a momeht..
•
'l'hen be started forward· and nearer to tbe verge or the bole in the
aands. A fearful thrill came over him, as he also. felt the san<la giving
way, and then down !Je went, all in an instant and ere be could save
himself.
CHAPTER

-Ix.

A BATTLE WITH TilE SHARKS.

IN a like manner to Frank and Pomp, Sam went down into tlle
yielding sands.
He made a spasmodic effort to save bimself.
But it was in Talll.
Down lla went, and !Jad it been in the open air the distance would
!Jave given him nn ugly fall.
But falling thrt>ugh the water is ever u morol gmdual matter. He
alighted upon bis feet all(! stood face to face with Frank and Pomp.
The electric lamps on their helmets showed them where thev were.
Tbls was iu the hold of a rotting vessel of the Chinese pattern. The
ancient timbers were atl about them.
They had fallen through the rotten deck. Several tons of sand had
rolled down al~er them, and made a pi!e nearly on a lev~ol with the
aperture above.
It required a moment for Sam Bagnall to recover himsP.lf.
Then he put his helmet close to Frank's and shouted:
· "Where the devil are we anyway?"
"It looks to me as if we had rallun into the hold of a stinken ves·
sel," replied Fra!lk.
"It does?"

"Yes."
•·I guess you're right. But will we eYer get out again?''
"Oil yes."
•'How!''
"I will show you later."
Fmnk seemed confident so Sam was satisfied. Reassuring words
were spoken to Pomp.
Then Frank shouted:
"Let's explore tbe hulk."
"All right."
'l'he young inventor led the way over the rotten timbers. There
were cr~ Ilks and apHrLures leading into the lower hold.
But they managed to keep clear of these.
From one part of the wrack: to- another they went. Little or inter·
est however was seen.
•
So ancient was tbe wreck that its fittings had long since rusted and
pu~sed away.
If thore had been any treasure of gol<! or silver aboard, no vestige
of ~twas left nvw.
After a thorough search of the ~mlk had been made, the question of
reaching the upper level was considered.
But Frank speedill'-a.olved the difficulty.
:Finding the spot where tbey had fallen into the place, he climbed
the mound of sand, and reaching the upper edge of timber, swung
bimseH up.
Pomp and Sam followed him.
They were safe and sound once
more.
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But th"y had had enougb experience for the time being, and decided to return 'to the Diver.
Frank bud a feeling that the c!JemicalB In bis g3nerator were giving
out, and tbis bastenad his step.
'l'lle Diver was yet quite a little ways of[
Sui.ldenly as they were tramping along Sum cluiched Frank's arm
and made startled gestnres.
But the young inventor bud seen tbe same peril to which Sam now
callei.l bis attention,
A tremendous number of huge and savage looking liah weN circling in Lhe water above Lh'lm.
These flab Frank saw at a glance were the terrii.Jle mantisll of the
J aps, or sharks.
Any one of tbem could swallow a man, so great was tbeir capacity.
That they were preparing for an attack was most certain,
Frank made hasty signs to the others. All staned on the run for
tbe Diver.
To attempt to run under water is a curious feat. It is something
like treading In a loud of straw.
But the three divers made most marvelous progress.
'!'hey ma<le tlle deck of tbe Di1•er just as one of the monsters m11de
a dive for them.
'
Tile shark narrowly missed Pomp, but t!Jey were in tbe ve~tibule

now.
Closing the door, the wnter was quickly forceJ out.
Into tbe cablll they spmng, aud were welcom~d joyfully I.Jy Barney.
" Begorra, I was afraid yez wui.l niver returu ILioive," he declt~.re\.1,
" I'm moig:ny glad to see yez!"
'
"It was a close call!" cned Sam; "out look, Frank!"
.Bagnall pointed out of tbe ouservution windows. Tue sight beyond
them was a thrilling one.
'l'he water was alive with the deadly Yellpw Sea sharks. They
were circling about tbe submnriGe I.Joat as if they intended t:> attuck it.
.
"l'llllx tbeml" cried Frank.
He sprung in~o tbe forward guo room. Thus far he had had no occasion to use tlle beavy needle gun.
But now be was decided to make use or it.
'l'he sharks greatly threateued the safety of the boat. It was necessary to resort to extreme measures.
So Frank loaded the gun anu ti.Jrust its muzzle through the rui.Jber
portbole, which was so tlexible that it close ~! tightly aboat tile gun
barrel and prevented the water fwm com1ng in.
He took aim into the school of st1arks and pressed the electric button.
There was a sbock and a slight rec01!. Tben the water seemed
churned into white foam all about the noat.
It was the explosion of the dynamite which caused this.
The terrific concussion killed dozens of the sharl;s, and their I.Jodies
went to tile surface.
The surviving fiah grentl.v frightened darted aw!ly. That one shot
was enough. '!'bey wouli.l not return.
"Good en,JUgh!'' cried Sam Ba~nall, excitedly, "I tell you, Frank,
we don't need to fenr anything- under nor above the sea!"
"You are ri~htl'' agreed Frank, "bu~ shall we re!Ilaiu here any

longer?"
"I see nothing to be gaineg by it!" agreed Sam.

-

'

So Barney pressed the moto1· le,er nnd Rent the boat ahead.
For the next few days no thrilling incident wortby of note during
the submarine search occurred.
'l'he .Diver kept on its way through the v&rious depths ot the Yellow
Sea.
At length Sam one day declared:
... I tbink we are not far from the Atoll or Cite Li. If so we are quite
near the locality wbere the Cave of Pearls should be found.''
"H such a thing exists!" said Frank.
"I have no reas on to doubt it,'' declared Sam.
"That may be true. Yet theae Chinese divers have strange fancies,
you know."
·
"Well," said Snm, with earnest conviction, "I have absolute
faith in the existence of th!l Cave or Pearls and feel sure that we
sl.lall find it.''
" At any rate," said Frank, " wheth er we do or not . matter9 little.
.We have had a jolly trip and many exciting arlventnres It was
worth the tri)> here to see the wonders of the Yellow Sea!"
• "I am glad you ere satisfied!"' said Sam, with a breath or relief,
but I am sure that we shall yet ac(';>mplish the object of our mission."
"So far as I am concerned it matten li•tle wb_ett1er we do or not,"
said Frank. " Toe pearls we would recover I should have little or
no use for. 'l'he adventures we have expenenced and the information
we have gained has been of far more value to me."
The submarine boat was gliding along at a gc•od pace through the
deep sea.
The bed of the ocean had assumed that sandy appearance or the region where pearls are geaerally found.
Sam Bagnall went into lh9 pilot-house with Barney and ke11t a
sharp lookout, for he believed tbat they were not far from the oi.Jject
of their sea:ch.
·Soddenly they came to numerous ropes, descending through the
water and attached to weights which laid upon the :Jottom.
Sam reco~nized tho nature of these at once.
"They are used by the Givers," he said "to pull themselves down
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into deeper water. The divers who come down to these deptl!s greatThe submarine voragers gazed upon it for a time with deep interest. Then Frank reached down and picked up a pebble nt his l~~et.
ly endanger tl!eir lives."
Even as Sam made this announcement the divers were seen coming 1 It was a pearl.
{]own the ropes in all directions.
A larger or more beautiful one the ex}>lorers had never seen. Saw
They would grope around in tl!e sands for a few seconds, pick up a Bagnall was overjoyed.
handful of )lei.JI.Jles, and Ll!eu fly to tl!e surface.
At once all began to search the sands. The fear that this was not
It was an interesting sigl!t, and the submarine explorers watcl!ed it a cave of pearls was at once dispelled.
with deep mterest.
Pearls of the largest and most costly kind were secured by the
Whenver the native divers caught sight of the su\Jmarine boat they doz~u. 1'1tey were safely stowed away by the huntern. ·
seemed terrifled, atul went to U:e surface almost instantly.
The floor of the cavern seemed a literal storehouse for the gems.
1'1ns caused all on lloard to laugh.
It was easy enough to understand this. Beyond a douht this had
" .'l'hey evidently don't want auy part of us!'' said Sam. "Well, J once been a re.treat for the pearl oyster. The shells had decomposed
long ago, leavwg tl!e pearls free to mingle witb the pebbles.
<lon't think we want any part of wem !"
" So long as they do uot disturb us, we have no reason to disturb
. For hourd the submarine voyagers groped In the sands for the preCIOus
gems.
t hem," said Frank.
1'hey had secured many ol them, an~ there seemed vet many more
•· They will not trouble us!"
•
The Diver now sailed away into depths which it was evident tl!e to I.Je recovered.
dil·ers could not penetrate.
B~t Frank rea'tized that they half' been long away from the Diver
Here it was seen that pearls might be found in plenty, but the Diver ami 1t was !Jest to retoru as soon as possible.
<lid not stop.
So he arose and made si~n~ to the others.
Sal'h Bagnall was looking for bigger game. Suddenly he gave a
They at ~nee responded-Bagnall was the most jubilant of any.
great start.
He put Ius helmet close to Frank's and shouted:
"Here .we are!" he shouted, triumphantly; "there is the coral
"Haven't we made a big haul?''
cave, and we IHn-e reached the end of our journey."
" Yes, we have!" admitted Frank, "bbt I think we have tarried
'l'he most intense of excitement was created by this announcement. here long enough!"
'· I am ready to retur
Then all on IJoard the diver saw.dead a!Jead what looked likll a huge
yawning mouth of white coral.
"All right."
.
It seemed to have risen rigllt up out of the sands and so high was
But just at this moment• a strange rumL\\ng was heard, the water
the arch that the Dtver could easily sail right tnto it.
seemed to make a whirl(iool about them, and the floor or the cavern
The Cave of pearls was found at Jasti Sam Bagnall was beside trembled.
bimsell with joy and exultation.
The divers looked at each other in surprise.
"1 knew we'd lind it!'' he cried. "Hurrah! Now for the pearls!
" What was lhal?" shouted Sam.
There is a forLttne for us w tllaL cave!"
"I don't know," replied Frank. "It seemed like an earthquake.''
" Begorra it seems aisy enough to foiud rorl unes un iler the seal"
" An earthquake?''
cried Barney. "Some av the poor div1ls on land ougbt to have this
"Yes.''
cllancel"
" Then .we are in deadly peril. Perhaps some part of the cavern
"Right you are, Barney!" cried Frank; "but they have no sub· has fallen in."
marine I.Joat, you ~ee."
"My God! We would be buried!"
"If tbey had there woul;J be no fortunes to hunt for,'' declared Sum.
It wus a ghastly thought, but Barney, who bad been listening in"So it would malie lillie differencll after all. But ~hat shall we do,
tently, s!dd:
J.
Fraukf Are we to sail into the. cavef"
"Begorrn, it's no earthquake, or I'm a loiar. Shure, av' I aint
mistaken, the nay!!ur is in the thruhble."
" Pomp!'' exclaimed Frank, with sudden inspiration.
"Yis, sort"
CHAPTER X.
" Upon my word, Barney, I fear you are right. He has fired the
IN THE CAVE OF PEARLS.
ueedle gun lor some purpose or other."
"So I believe, sort"
•• No!" replied the young inventor, quickly, "that will not do yet!
"We must return at once!"
Let her go down, Barney, and put out the anchors.!"
(
With' all baste they now set out for the entrance to the cavern. But
The Celt obeyed.
The submarine boat came to a stop right In the mouth of the coral before they had gone fur, there came another shock, and again the
floor of the cavern tremltled.
cave.
There was no doullt about it.
An immense number or gayly-colored fish were frightened out. Then
Pomp was in trouble.
the water became quite calm, and the scene was one beautiful beyond
He was probably tiring tbe needle guo as a signal. Frank knew the
all ordinary power of conception.
vital importance of responding at once.
The submarine voyagers gazed upon it with interest.
So the explorers hastened forward with all speed.
The coral cave was dividetl into various galleries and passages,
It seemed an interminable ways to the mouth or the cavern.
whtch seemed to lead down into the center of the e11rth.
And now as they came out of the labyrinth of passages, Frank was
Tb€se were s•1pported by arches ' nnd pillars, as clean cut asH fashgiven a start.
.
ioned by man.
Where was the glare of tpe search-Ugh? It bad vanished!
Truly it was one or the greatest wonders or the Yellow Sea yet reThe young inventor stumbled on until the mouth or the caveen
·
't1laled to thrir gaze.
.
Things were made ship-shape aboard the Diver, then the diving was at laat reached.
The open sea was before them.
suits were brought forth.
Bnt the Diver wns gone!
Frank, Barner and Sam were to go forth on a tour of exploration.
The submarine boat had left its anchorage. Not a sign or it was
PomJ> was to take his torn aiJoard.
The Celt was delighted with hts chance to accompany his master. vistble anywhere.
What did it mean?
Nothing suited him any better.
What had Lappened?
In a short while they were ready.
Had
some terrible calamity bo:Jfo~llen Pomp! Had the Diver been.
The glare of the search-light was sent as far as possible into the
attacked hy some suhmarme monster!
depths of the cavern.
All t.hese qrre11tions flashed through Frank's brain.
Then the trio left the boat.
He cout.l find no answer.
Once more they were upon the ocean floor. 'This time they carried
Sam put his helmet to his.
besides axes, knives and hags for the pearls, each one or the needle
" The boat is gone!" he cried.
guns.
"Yes," replied Frank.
There was no telling what marine monster they might encounter
" What will fVe do?"
in the coral cave.
" God only knows!"
In a few moments they were well into the cave.
"If he does not return--"
The search-light shone far llllO the place, but soon they were
" Then we are lost!"
.
obliged to depend upon their helmet lamps after turning severfll
Los: at the bottom or the Yellow Sea! Fully fifty miles from any
corners.
land! Certainly the outlook was a terrible one!
The further they penetrated into the cavern, the more romarkable
So long as the cl!emical generators worked the divers could liv11 unwere the wonders they viewed.
'
But thus far the tradition thnt this was a Cave of Pearls bad hardly der the sea.
But the chemicals could not be expected to last forever.
found venfication.
When they sbonld give out then the end must come. Such a death
Not a sign of a pearl had been seen. Groping in the sands, handful
was somethin~ frightful to contemplate,
1tlter handful of pebbles were examined, but no pearls appeared.
But what could be done?
·
•
"That's mighty curious!" muttered Sam, who was not at all sntisTo attempt to walk to Ian~! in any direction seemed rutile.
fied. " There must be pearls here!''
The atoll mentioned by Dagnall lllight not be over fifty miles disBut suddenly they came out into a high arched and domed cavern
chamber. The scene upon which they gazed was one of great splen- tant.
Dut to attempt to walk fifty miles uniler the water was a fearful
dor.
'
White and crys!fll-like the coral formation glistened in the ligl•t or thing to contemplate.
In fact it would be impossible.
tlte electric lamps.
Frank kwew tbis wi!ll.
Truly it was a sight such as is rarely accorded human gaze.

•
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There was certainly but one thing to do. This was to sit down in
the vain hope that Pomp would return with the Diver.
If no harm had come to the boat it was likely that be would come
back in tJue season.
But if the Diver bad come to grief or was destroyell, then their fate
seemed sealed.
They sat down upon ledges of coral for awhile, unable to form any
plan of action.
.
"By Jove, Frank," explaimed Sam, "our expedition bas cor.le to a
bad end!''
"Indeed It seems so,'' agreed the young inventor.
He was t,r ying to formulate some plan for getting out of tl!e dilemma.
With his Inventive genius it would seem strange If he did not sueceed.
And sure enough an idea occurred to Frank.
He sucldenly turned to Bagnall and asked:
.
"Didn't you say that this locality was frequented by divers!''
"Yes."
" But the water b re is a ·little too deep, isn't it!"
"Yes, just a trifie."
Then Frank's idea became plain enough to Sam.
"Oh, I see what you are driving at. We can strike ~orne Jf the
divers and escape in that way.''
"Exactly. If we knew w'Iere there was a boat and people on the
surface to rescue us we could kick these lead weights otf our feet
and go up."
"That will nt least save· our lives."
•
"Certainly.''
The spirits of the three divers at once revived. Death could certainly be averted in that fashion.
To find the native divers would not be at all difficult.
They peopled these waters, and one nRed, not g.J far in any direction
to encounter them.
But what or Pomp!
The rate of the darky and the submarine boat was a matter of no
little solicitude to alt.
But they still clung to the hope that be would return safely in
course of time.
Hours passed. Darkness came and the long night dragged by.
It was dreary waiting for tte divers, and they were more than anxions for morning to come.
If Pomp did not show up then, Frank was determined to make
action.
Daylight came and once more the bed or the sea unfolded itself to
them.
They were weary, restless and almost hopeless with the outlook.
CHAPTER XI.
POMP'S EXPERIENCE.

BUT what of Ponipf
The darky, left in charge of the Diver, while the pearl cave was being explored, ha<t waited noxiously for them to return.
Time passed, and still the dark}' remained by the observation window, looking for their return.
"Golly," he exclaimed, "I done link dey nm makin' a good long
stay. Sllouldn't woudah if suffiu had happened to 'em!"
The darky's patience was becoming exhausted, when it occurred to
him that he ou:;:ht to have something warm to eat prepared for Frank
when be should return.
.
" I done fink I make some hot truffles an' tea," he declared. " Dnt
taate mos' good to Marse Frank."
So Pomp hastened away to the galley.
He soon bad a goo<l bot lire under way, and then was busy getting
up a good repast.
It is needless to say that it would have been most welcome to the
explorers, bad they got back in time to have obtained it.
But they did not.
Pomp was greasing the irons for cooking the truffles, when suddenly he was hurled clear out of the galley.
Something had struck the boat like a thousand of bricks.
The shock bad thrown the darky ofl his pins.
"Go!\)' fo' glory!" he gasped. "WI.Ja' de debbil do dat? I done
fink I got mail leg brol<tl!"
Then recovering himself as quickly as possible, he rushed into the
cabin.
A glance out of the observation window made his woolly hair stand
on end.
.
"Massy Lorcty, de debbil hab got dis chile!" be bowled-" fo' suab
.be bab got me!''
Indeed, it was a devilish face which looked in through the window.
The terrible catlike eyes of yellow and green, and the prod1gious
beak which worked with a vicious snap ns if it wan red PomJ.> as a
choice morsel.
.
Mighty, straggling arms were coiled about the Diver, and it was
being d~agged w1th fearful strength over the sandy bottom of the sea.
The octovus, for such it was, was of mountainous size. Indeed, the
submarine boat seemed but n toy In its gFasp.
Over the bed or the ocean the creature dragged the boat as if it
weighed not a feather.
And Pomp was powerless.
For a few moments the darky was unable to arrive at any clear idea
()f action.

j

Then he cried:
"Oh, Massy Lordy! I done wish Marse Frank was here now. Wha.•
sballl do? De debbil bab got us!"
Then Pomp bethought himself of the needlt! gun.
He could not. train it upon the octopus, but be could tire it as a.
signal for Frank to return.
Perhaps the young inventor would know what to do. Pomp hall
faith that he would.
So t.be d_arky. rushed to t11e ~u~.
He fired It ~wlCe, these shots I.Jemg beard as we !mow by the divera.
But the octopus still cominued to drag the boat away over the sands.
In vain Pomp tried to think of some way to free himself of the
monster.
'
There seemed no way.
He dared not put on a diving suit and venture out to attack the
creature, for fear of the deadly tentacles.
There eeemed no o~ber way to give him battle. The situation was
every moment becommg more desperate.
Then it occurred to Pomp to exhaust the reservoir, and send the
boat to the surface.
Perhaps the octopus would then relax his hold.
So the <ll.rky rushed into the pilot-bouse, and pulled open the
redervoir valve.
.
·
·
Instantly the boat began to slowly rise. The weight of the octopus.
was hardly 8utllcient to keep it clown.
.
Up towards the surface went the b9at in the grip of the huge spiderlike creature.
Above the surface the Diver rose. The huge bodv of the octopus.
fioate:l on the waves.
A score of sampans occupied by native divers were near. They
hurriedly ·got out or the way.
·
They dill not venture to aLtack the octopus.
1
Their fear of the monster wae a most deadly one. They got out ot
the way quickly enough.
Pomp was in despnir.
He thought or his friends back down there in the ocean depths, and
bis soul thrilled with fear for them.
Would they perish before he could ret urn to aid them?
He was desperate, but as helpless as a babe. Meanwhile the octo·
pus rather enjoyed being on the surface.
fie was able to swim and drag the boat whither be pleBBed. This
be proceeded to do.
His huge beak proceeded to demolish the rail and the ornaments of
the roof of thb pilot bouse.
But he could not penetrate the steel shell of the boat.
So that Pomp's life was not for a time threatened. Still t.11e octopus bung onto its prey.
Hours passed, and the strange spectacle drifted on and on overthe billows or the sea.
Finally darkness shut down ovl.'r the ocean.
Through all the long !:ours of the night still the boat remained io
the embrace of the octopus.
Pomp was getting mad.
"You fool fish vo'!" be raved, shaking his fist at the octopus, "I
done bnb a mind fo' to Lreak dat glass an' gib yo' a charge ob dynamite!"
But this would,- of cjourse, be out of the question.
The octopus was wholly the master or the situation.
Pomp flushed the search-light in its eyes.
'l'bis was the only thing which seemed to have any ell'ect upon tha
creature.
t
It winced and nt times seemed likely to relax its grip.
But daylight came before it did so.
Pomp was upon the very ve1-ge of despair, when the octopus, tiring
of its embrace, slid awa:v. beneath the waves.
With a cry of joy Pomp sprang into the engwe room.
Quick us a flash be swung the bead of the boat about and put on ail
speed.
It was his impulse to get as far away from the Hpot as possible in
as little time.
·
The Diver falrly sped through the waves, and soon bad left the spo~
where the octopus disappeared miles behind.
But the darl<y knew full well that the end of the adventure was not
yet.
It was now ·n ecessary, and without a moment's waste of time, t()
find his companions.
For aught be knew they might ere this be dead. Ali would depend
upon the duration of the chemicals in the generators.
Pomp let the boat fly.
.
He knew not what direction to take, but be was resolvell to make
instant search.
Chance favored him.
After traveling what he believed to be the necessary distance to 1
reach the vicimty of the Cave of Pearls, he le~ the boat go down.
Fortune was on his side.
The exhausted divers had about given up all hope, when a flood of
light burst upon them.
Then down thro·1gh the water the bull of the Diver was seen to descend. Down it settled.
Fortune had favored Pomp to strike the exact spot.
Frank had been just about to look for som!l friendly pearl divers
when the ligh~ appeared.
J To express the relief and joy of the submarine travelers in words
would be impossible.
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They rushed eagerly aboard the Diver. In a few moments they were
in the cabin.
.
"Mercy on us, Pomp!·' cried Frank. "What has happene,! to you!"
"Golly, Marse Frank," cried the darky, •• de Llehbil git dis chile
an' haul him oft'!"
·
" The devil!"
" Yes, sah! one ob dem big fish wid long spider legs, sah!"
"An octopus!" gasped Frank. " Where is it now?''
., "Dun no, sah; done fink it git away into de sea.''
And Pomp gave a grapbie nccount of his experiGnce with the OC·
topus. Now that the danger was over all listeneG with interest.
Jt had t;een a close call Cor all. But tuey were once more safe
·
aboard the Diver.
"We will look out not to get into the grip of another such creature," said .Frank.
'
Pomp prepared a hearty repast for the wearied men.
They enjoyetl it hearily and tllen Frank went into the pilot-house
and sent tile Diver to the surfact:.
"Bagnall," he crieu, "have you had enough or the Yellow Sea!"
The explorer quickly replied:
"My work Is done; I am satisfied.''
"Then let us run down to Hong Kong and put ourselves under the
protection of the American consul for a few duys before going home.''
"That will be jolly!" cried Bagnall. "Let us do it!"
The prospect of spending a few days on land, and especially In
Hong Kong was a pleasant one.
So the boat was headed to the southeast. Frank kept her on the
sm·faco as she could sail faster there.
Out of the Yellow Sea at last the submarine boat passed.
The expedition had CGrtainly been a success in more ways than
one.
The cave of pearls had been found and a 'large treasure taken
(rom it.
Also the treasure found aboard the !!Unken pirate was certainly
more than sufficient to recompense them all.
Ro taken altogether the party had good cause for self congratulations. All were in high spirits.
And still the Diver kept on its way until one floe morning It sailed
into Hong Kong harbor.
Its appearance created a decided sensation.
,
In a moment after crossing the b11r, a huge Chinese war-ship came
•·
bearing down upon the Diver.

I
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FRANK was really undecided ..thether to run the risk of getting into
close quarters with the Chinese cruiser or not.
He knew well enough the capricious character of the pig-tailed
dignitaries at Hong Kong.
H it suited their Celestial tastea they might boldly conll.scate the sub·
marine boat as an alien vessel violating the treaty by Invading the
harbor without the protecting llag of any government!
So Frank felt a little shy.
·
He consulted Bagnall.
" What do you say, Sam!" he asked, " Is it best for us to get to
dose quarters with those chaps!"
Sam was tllought!ul.
He conltl see that as the Chinese warship approached her crew
were at quarters and she was cleared for action.
"She looks warlike!" he declared.
" So 1 think.''
" Upon my word, these Chinese are queer birds!"
" Tiley are just as apt to confisca~e our lJoat as not."
"CerLainly."
Frank's mind was ma4e up.
"I don't believe I'll risk it," he said.
"What will you do?" asked Sam.
Frank pointed to an American warship just across the harbor.
'l'he American tlag was flying from her peak.
"I'll run over under the wing or our own government,'' he said;
" the dirty pigtails won't dare to follow us there.''
"A good idea," declared Sam, "but look out the Chinee don't call
us down with a cannon ball."
Frank turned the head tJf the Diver to the westward! He pressed
the motor lever.
She shot forward with increased speed. A mad yell came from the
deck or the Celestial cruiser.
Then there was the rattle of chains, a puff of smoke, and a heavy
,report. A cannon ball plowed the water just in ·front of the Diver.
"By Jove they mean to take us!'' cried Sam; "look out, Frank!"
Now the young inventor knew that he could easily vindicate him·
· self in the eyes of the Chinese officers, but it would take time and
bother.
To avoid all the consequent red tape, he was decided to run over
under the lee of the American warship.
B:lt the peremj:itory ~ummons of the big warship could not be di~
regarded. However, Frank was decided how to tr!3at it.
He sent Barney out to ron up the American flag. This at once
1launted in the breeze.
Very likely there would have been no trouble, had not the submarine
boat so strongly resembled a dynamite cruiser or torpedo boat.
The Chinese were convinced that the Diver was something of the
;SOrt.

'l'be display Of the American llag, however, had DO effect whatever.
Again a shot went skipping before the Diver's bows. Frank smiled
and stepped into the gun-room.
He had no thought of issuing a challenge, but was resolved to give
the Chinese an exhibition of his own power.
He slid a needle into the gun, and pointed it so to strike the water
•
one hundred yards away.
Then he pulted the valve.
·
There was a recoil, and then..,-Boom-boom!
The projectile was buried in the sea.
The impact exploded the dynamite, and up rose a column of water
fifty feet high.
It fell with the roar of a cataract. It was evidence' that terrill.cr
force was benea~h it.
•· I wonder what they'll think or that!" chuckled Frank.
He lt!aroed instantly.
A second roar like thunder filled the air.
The batteries of the Chinese cruiser l.Jelched flame and smoke.
Only the poor marksmanslllp or the Chinese gunners saved t.he
Divert
Shells and hot shot filled the water all around the submarine boat.
But not a shot struck her.
It was the best or good forr.une.
The Chinese were doubtless waiting for the smoke to clear away to
see that their target had gone ~o the bottom.
Frank was determined not to disappoint them.
Knowing It to be the safest move he could make, he pressed the
reservoir lever. The craft sank.
Down went the Diver and passed directly under the hull of the Chinese war vessel.
Frank at that moment could hq.ve blown the Chinese ship to splinters. But he did not care to do that.
He let the Diver run under water for 'perhaps half a mile.
Tnen he sent it to the surface. The American war-ship was quite
near.
She was the Saratoga and her commander warmly welcomed Frank,
for the young Inventor was well known to him.
"So they tried to sink you, did theyf' lle cried. "Well, that's all
the sense those heathen Chinese have anyway.''
The Diver was drawn up alongside the Saratoga.
No further trouble was experienced.
As soon as the Chinese admiral learned of his mistake !Je sent over
a profuse apology.
.
The American colony in Hcng Kong received the submarine travelers most hospitably.
Three very enjoyable days were spent in the quaint Chinese city.
Then Frank said:
"Come, boys, we must get under way again. Now for home!''
Barney and Pomp were more than willing; they were anxious to get
back to dear old Readestown.
·
And Sam Bagnall was not unwilling to get back to New York and
realize on Lis pearls.
So the Diver lelt Hong Kong harbor with a salute from the man·of·
war there, which was duly answered.
Then once more along the coast the submarine boat proceeded.
For several days the Diver kept on, and"'Frank had begun to have
hop'ls or sighting Borneo.
One morning a fieet of Chinese vesselil appeared directly in the path
or the Diver.
Frank imagined that they were merchant or trading vessels until
suddenly ·a terrible catastrophe occurred.
The Diver did not turn out for the Chinese fleet, but went sailing
down tllrongh its midst.
·
Suddenly, when not fifty yards from one of the vessels, Bagnall let
out a yell cf alarm.
•• Look out, Frankl They mean to hit us!"
Before Frank could act, however, he saw that the black flag had
been run to the masthead or every vessel in the fleet.
Men armed to the teeth swarmed over the rail, ready to board their
prey. Fais!l ports opened in the vessels' sides and guns were run out.
Before Frank could sink the Diver, a broadside was tired from the
nearest pirate.
One solid shot passed completely through the reservoir of the Diver
just above the water line.
To sink her now was impossible unless it was done permanently.
Frank's race t;lanched with horror.
"My God!" be cried. "We are certainly lost. They' will bl'Ow us
out of the water~ ''
" God help us!" groanea Sam. "What shall we do!"
They were_ directly in the midst of the pirate fleet.
To turn anyway was only to meet with guns. Frank heHitated
only a moment.
·
.
·• We must fight or die!'' ~e cried, " that is our only hope!''
Instantly, with vengeful purpose, he rushed Into the g11r:-room.
"I'll give a few of them all the fun they want!" he muuered. ·
He instantly trained the ceedle gun upon the nearest.sbip. He
pressed the lever.
Boom! Crash!
. The projectile strok the nenrest vessel, and a terrilic explosion !ol·
lowed. A hole many yards square was blown in the vessel's side.
She instantly heeled over and began to sink.
Her crew were paralyzetl and began in terror to jump overboard•.
Frank was determined to show uo mercy.

I.
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Quick as thought, he trained the gun upon another one of the pirate
vessels. Again there was a fearful explosion.
The projectiles were fearful in their exec11tion.
This second pirate vessel went to the bottom in three minutes with
·
all on board..
But a shell exploded on the deck ot the Diver, tearing nway a section or the cabin and doing much damage.
"&avenge fol'·lhat!" muttered Frank.
Right acd left the deadly projectileij were sent. Wherever they
struck death and disaster ensued.
Indeed the little D1ver was in a fair way to exterminate the whole
fleet when the distant boom or cannon was b~ard.
A vessel was approaching from the westward.
" It is the Saratoga!'' cried Sam, as be studied her through a

The warning came not a mo·ment too soon. Water belched Into the
cabin. 'fbe Diver began to settle.
"Jl{y God! she is going down!'' cried Sam Bagnall. "What can
we do to sav" the treasure, Frank!"
" Nothing!" replied the young inventor, excitedly. "Save your··
~~r

.

They were even obliged to leap overboard and swim for their lives.
But a boat from the Saratoga was already on the way.
They were picked up safely.
But the submarine ':lout went down into hundreds or feet or water.
Tho Diver was lost forever.

The Saratoga took the Diver's party back to Hong Kong; here they
were warmly received.
The efiects and furnishings of the Diver were lost with her. Als(}
In race of such
the .Pirates' treasure.
The pearls recovered from the cavil of pearls were saved, for eacll
their heels.
They managed to gain the estuary of a river, where the water was bad worn them on his person.
too shallow, and they were safe from pursuit save V'ith the Diver.
These woulll net a g,oodly fortune and pay for the loss of the Diver.
But all else was lost.
But Frank did not pursue them.
Seven or the pirate vessels were a~ the bottom of the sea. This was
•ro attempt lo recover the treasure on board the Diver, called for the
construction of another submarine boat.
havoc enough for the time.
No man could descend to the depths into which the Diver had sunk~
The Saratoga' quickly I came up.
She was wet! lost.
Explanations were in order, and then the commantler said:
" We have been for a year looking for that gang or cut-throats.
Perhaps the most cbagrine•l and disappointed or all was Sam BagYou punished them nobly, Mr. Reade."
nall. He tried m vain to think of a method by which the treasure
might
be rEcovered.
"I don't belleve they will trouhle the Diver any more,'' said Frank.
There was none, and so the submarine boat continues to rest in its
" At least, it will be costly for them if they dot"
But at this moment Barney came rushing on deck. He brought deep sea grave.
The party sailed .for Lon6on on an English steamer. Thence theY.
most direful news.
'
One of the solid shot bad buret, and a fragment bad torn 1ts way· took an American steamer for New York.
The loss of the Diver was a great disappointment to Frank Reade.
througl; the bottom of the boat. She was filling fast.
Frank rushed down into the hold. He examined the leak with many Jr., but he said:
fears.
1 "Never mind! My next invention shall beat it out and out.''
Back in old Readestown, Barney and Pomp were happy again.
His worst premonition was confirmed.
•
"'l'he cruise of the Diver is ended," he said. •• She is sinking
Frank went at once to work upon something new. What it turoell
out to be we shall be compelled to tell the reader in s!lme future.
fast."
story.
"But can nothing be done to save herr• Cfied Sam.
The pearls nett.ed a large fortune. Sam, Bagnall returned to New
"Nothing!'' .
York and getting married .eettled down.
"You don't mean it!"
But not one of the four submarine voyagers ever forgot the thrilling
"Yes, I do."
experiences which were theirs while searching for the cave of pearls
" What shull we do!"
"We will have to return to Hong Kong and go borne in BOffill other -under the Yellow Sea.
· ·
·
way. Look out!"
fTHE END.]
~~

.
antagoJ:)ists the remainder or tl:e ·pirates took to
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HOW 1.'0 BECOME YOUR OWN DOCl'OR.-A wonderful booK, containing useful and practical information in the treatment of ordinary
diseases and aliments common to every 'family. Abounding in use·
ful and e!Jective recipes for general complaints. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers In the United States and Canada, or sent
to your address, post paid, ob receipt of the price. Address Frank
Tousey, publisher, 3i and 36 North Moore Street, New York. Box
2730.

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER. Containing useful
information regarding the Camera and how to work it; also how to
make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies.
Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W. Abney. Price 10
cents. For sale by 11ll newsdealers in the United States and Can·ada
or will be sent to your address, postpaid, on receipt of price. Ad·
dress Frank Tousey,Publisher,34&36 N. Moore St., N.Y. ~ox 2730,
HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN. Containingadescrip·
tion of the lantern, together with its history and invention. Also
full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
illustrated, by John Allen. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or will be sent to your
address, postpaid, on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey,
Publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York, Box 2730.
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llOW TO DO TRICKS Wl'l'H UARDS.-Containlng explanations of tile
general principles of sleigpt-of·haJ•d appli&.ble to card tricks; ot
card tricks with <mlinary cards, &; •..I not requiring sleight-of-hand;
of tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially prepared
cards. By Professor Haffner. With illustrations. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, to any addre6s on
!'eceipt or price, by Frank Tousey, publl~her, 34 and 36 Nort.h Moore
.Street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730.
.fiOW TO COLLECT S1'AMPS AND COINS.-Containi_ng valuable fn·
formation regarding the coltectiug and arranging of stamps and
coins. Handsomely Ulustrated. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealers in the United States and Canflda, or sent free of postage upon receipt of the price. Address Fmuk Tousey, publisher,
.M and 36 Nortb Moore Street, New Yorl>. Box 2730.
HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight explained by h!3
former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the secret dia-logues were carried on between the magician and the boy on the
11tage; also giviug all the codes and signals. Tho onty authentic
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents. For sate by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address,
postage free, on receipt uf the price. Address Frank ·:rousey, publi'lber, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730;

:Boo~s.

flOW TO BE60ME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy shoul<I know how me
ventions originate. This book explains them all, giving examples
9n electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
etc., etc. The most instructive book published. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all ne,.,sdealers in the United States and CanRda, or
sent to your address, po&tage free, on receipt of pric~. Address
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York.
Box 2730.
HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.-~ complete treatise
on the horse. Describing tho most userul horses for business, the
~st for the road; also >aluable recipes for diseases peculiar to th&
horse. Pric" 10 cents. For sale by all newsdeal ers in the United
States and Canada, or sent to your address, postage free, on receipt
of price. Address Frank Tousey, pubUsher, 34 and 36 North Moore
Street. New York. Box :!?'M.
BOW TO RAISE bUGS, PO~LTRY, PIGEONS AND HABBITS.-A
useful and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated. By Ira Dro·
fraw. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers in the lJ!!•tefl
States and Canada, or sent to your ad.:ress, post-paid, on receipt of
price. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publi;;her, 34 and 36 North Moore
street, New York. P. 0. Box 2730.
HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTl:t!T.-A useful and instructive book, gfV•
ing a complete treatise on chemistry; also, experiments In acoustics,
mechanics, mathematics, .chemi~try, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This book cannot be equaled.
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or it will be sent to yolll!
address, postage free, on receipt of price. Address Frank Tousey.
>;~ublisher. 34 and 36 North Moore street. New Y?rk. Box 27o!IO.
THE BOYtl OF NE:W YORK STUMP SPEAKE.h.-Containi ng a vartea
assortment of Stump Speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also End
Men's Jokes. Just .the thing for home amusement and amateur
shows. Price 10 cerits. For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post·
pal<.l, to any address on r-eceipt of price, by Frank Tousey, Pll81taller,
M and 36 North Moore Street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730
J.OW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful li:tte book, con.
talning the rules and regulations of Billiards, Bagatelle, Backgam•
moo, Croquet, Dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents, For sale by all n&ws•
dealers in t!:J.e United Statea and Canada, or sent to you~ address
postage free, on recei{lt of p~ce. Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 88
North Moore street. New York.. Box 2700.
BOW TO BECOME A iiAG,[tJIAN.-Oontainlngthegtcndestassortment
of magical illu~ions eve.r placed before the public. Also, tricks witb
cards, incantations, eto. Price 10 cents. 'For sale by all nawsdealers,
or sent to your address, postage free, upon receipt of price. Fra.n.IS
Tousey, publi>~her, 34 and 86 North Moore street, New Yoz:k.. P, 0.
Box27SO.

I
I

,. frapk Tousey'~ flapd Booksi

I

Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No. 1.

No. 15.

No. 28.

Napoleon's Oraculum and Dream Book,

HOW TO BECOl'IIE RICH.

HOW TO 'I'ELL FORTUNES.

Oontainin,J the great oracle of human destiny ; also the

Th1B wonderful book presents you with the example and

Every one is desirous of knowing what his future life will
bring forth, whether happiness or misery, wenlth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little book. Hoy one
and be convinced. ·rell your own fortune . Tell the fort..
•n es of your friends. Price 10 cents .
• No. 29.

life experience of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in the world , including the self-made men of our country.
Tbe book is edited by one of the most successful men of
the pt·esent age, wbostt own exnmple is in itl'l elf guid"
enoufit'h for those who aspire t.n fame and money, 'fhe
book will give·you the secret. Price 10 Cents.

~fii~::,a~~r"e~~nt!:,o;~l~~~l~~s ~fa;!;~8s8gf6Ca~~=.tb~ c~!!t~
plete book, Price 10 cents.

No.2.

HOW 'fO DO TRICKS.
1'he great book of magiJ' and card tricks, containing full
tnstruction of all the le~tdiug card tricks or
day, also
the most popular mn~icnl illu sions as performed by our
leading mag1cians ; every boy sbonld obtain a copy, as it
wHl both a.wuse and in!truct. Price 10 cents.

the

1

No. 16,

HOW 'I'O BECOME AN INVENTOU.

HOlV TO KEEP A. WINDOW GARDEN.

~:~Ye~g[ai~~o~~mk::,Y,"g~~~vg i:;:~~re~8 i:~i~~~t~f~i·ty ?'~~~

methode for raising beautiful flowers at home. '~e most
complete book of the kind ever published. Price To ceuts.

~~~d~~~n~rt~e~uil~ ~!t~u;;ig~:nt~·~, ~~':ts~buect~:Staa·~:o~~d

eto. 'f!&e most instructive book published . .Price 10 cents.

No. 17.

HOW TO COOK.

No.3.

HOW '1'0 1<'LIRT.
[~fe a.J!!:.ndB~~?Je~ft~~~~~~~:~e{~~~se~f~~!~~ie~~h\~~~
~aF~1fiisvte~f~b~f~il;~~~~ ~n4d0 ~e~t~n~~~a~\0X~'vf!r~~t~f~~
No.4.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL•

.HOW '1'0 DANCE
~lla":~~~~·c;,~r~~~tt~ti~0~:ib!I{-~~o~~3 !~udc~i~~~~d;~eb~~

One of the brightest and most valuable little books eVer
lli ven to tbe world . Everybody wishes tQ know bow ~
become beautiful. bntb male and fema1~ : 'l'be secret 18
simple, and almost costless . Read this book and· be conviuced bow to becor.qe beautiful. Price 10 cents.

No.5.

No. 19.

Is the title of a. new and handsome little book just issued

=::::Sd:nnc~s~uJ~1,~~·~~1~~~Ts {Orc~:~~.ue oif in all popular

FRANK TOUSEY'S
HOW 'l'O MAKE LOVE-I
United States Distance '!'abies, Pocket Com·
1
1
:e:ir;;Fe S:3v1~~~~u~s ~~~ c~ti~~s~A~ ig~,~~~~~~:d~~iit~
pauion and Guide.
many ouriom~ and interesting things not generall)l known.

HOW TO BECOME A.N ATHLETE.

Giving lthe official distances on all the rnilroads ot the
United States and Canada. Also, table of distances by
wa.ter to foreign ports, back fares in the principal citie~,
reports of tbe census, eto .• etc., making it one of t be most
complete and band:v books publifihed. Price 10 cents.

Giving full instruction for the ube of dudnb-be.lls, lnct~ttt
cluhs, varn.llel bars, borizontnl ars an v&l'IOUB ot er

No. 20.

Prtce 10 cents.

No.6.

How to Entertain an Evening Party.
~~~ si~;y {1~s~~~tf!~~. a I:~~~Y t~~~z?n b~~~:~ =~t:!n~~ A very
valuable little book just published . A complete
~enlthy by following th e instructions contained in tbii
0

ttle book. Price 10 cents.

No. 7.

HOW TO KEEP BlltDS.
11
1
Po~~g~o;;::ll•~•gi~!::~t!ri~ i'i-~tni~0:~ thnegc~~ !r~~s~~~;~:~~~

No. 30 .

One of the most instructive books on cooking ever pub..
H~W 1'0 DRESS.
lisbed. It contains recipes for cooking meats, ftsh, game,
Containing full instruction in the art of dressing aud ap- And oysters: also pies pu11dings, cakes and all kinds of
l)earing well at home and abroad, gi¥1Dg the seleotious of pastry, and R. grand coliection of recipes by one of our most
colors. material, and bow to bave them mnde up. Price 10 popular cooks. Only 10 cents per copy .
cents.
No. 31.
No. 18,

is intereat1ng to everybody, both old and young. You can·
not be happy without one. Price 10 cents.

1

draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.,

· compendium of gAme&, sports, card-diversions, Comic
recrea,ions, etc., suit1~ble for parlor or drR'.fing-room entel'tainment. It contains more for the money than any
book published . Price 10 cents.

bird, bobolink, blackbird, pa.roque&, parrot, etc., etc. Price
10 cents.

No.8.

HOW '1'0 BECOl'IIE A.

SCIE~""''IST.
A useful and instructive book, giving a. complete treatise

on chemistry; also, experiments in acoustics, meobanies,
mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fire ...
works, colored fires, and gas balloons. This book cannot
he equaled. Price 10 cents.

No.9.

HOW TO BECOl'IIE A VENTRILOQUJS'I'.

HOW TO BECOME A. SPEAKER.

Containing fourteen illustrations, giving the different poSitions requisite to b~come a good speaker, render and.
elocutionist. Also conta.inin~ gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry, trrranged in the most simple
and concise manner possible. Price 10 cents.
No. 32.

HOW TO RIDE A. niCYCLE.
Handsomely illustrated, and containing full directions f•
mounting, rid in~ and managin2' a bi cycle, fully explained
with practical illnstntions; also dit"ections for pickingou'
a machine. Price 10 cents .

No. 33.

HOW TO UEHAVE.
~~s~~:~n~~3 :::sru!~~~~!~t~~t:~~~fo~0~~Ps:~:i!~ ~~!~3

advantage at partiAs, balls, tbe theater. church, and in tbe
drawing room Price 10 cents
·

No. 34.

HOW 'I'O FENCE.
Containing fullmstruction for fencing and the use of the
broad sword; also instruction in arobery . Described wit.b

f:f:!~i~:~ P~~~~a~~~~s~~~:npfi~~irG :~~.est position•

No. 21.

HOW TO HUN1' UD FISH.
The mo.Jt complete bunting and fishing guide ever pub·
lisbed. It contains full instructions about gur.s, bunting
~i~~~ ;;;~~!r:gg~~'t.an~r~~biO~~!t:.ether with descrip-

No.22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SlGH'r.
Heller's second

si~ht

explained by his former assistant,

!::r1e~~~tbft~~ee~i~ :~~ifo~~; !~d· ~t~rt~:~a~ofh'!,e!~!~
1

also giving all the codes and signals. 'J'he only authentic
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents.

Jb Harry Kennedy. ·rbe secret civen n.way. Everr inteJli ..
No.23.
gent boy reaUing t.bis book of instructions. by a practical
srofessor (deli04b ting multitndee every bight with his won ..
HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.
erful imitations), can master the art., and create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the greatee& Everybody dreams, from the little child to the &~red man
book e"Ver published, and there's millions (of fun) in it. ·and woman. 'l'bis httle book gives the explanation to all
Price 10 cents.
.I"
kinds of dreams, together with lucky aud unlueky days,
and • .Napoleon's Oraculum,'" the book of fate. Price H
,. .. ntfl
No. 10.

No. 35.

HOW '1'0 PLA.Y GAMES.

A complete and useful little ~' containing the rulet
and regnlatiens of billiards, bn atelle, backgammon, oroQu'Bt, dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.

No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
Containing all the leadlng conundrums of the day, amusing
riddles. curious catches and witty Sayings. Price.lO cent•.

No. 37.

HOW 'l'O KEEP HOUSE.
It contains information for everybody. lJO)IS, girls, men
and women; it will ten.clh you how to make alm 1St lt.nytbiDK
around the house, r,uch as parlor ornaments, bracket ..
oements, molian harps, and bird lime for catching birda.
Price 10 oents.

No. 38.

HOW 'l'O BECOl'llE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.
HOW TO BOX.
No. 24.
A wonderful book, cont.ainin~ useful and practical information in tne treatment of ordinary diseases and ailmenta
HOW
TO
WRITE
LE'l"l'ERS
TO
GENTLE·
~~~~ti:tf!nsse~i~~~rd~~ l,jg~: ::J·tb~~?&~~~~l;p~~~ti~~~r~~
common to every family. A hounding in useful And effect& good boxer. Even l)oy sbould obtain one of these useful
MEN.
ive reciPes for geuera.l complaints Price 10 ceDt&
and instructive books, as it will teacu you how to bo:x without an instructor. Price 10 cents.

No.I I.

HOW

~rO

WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.

A most comvlete little book. containing full directions for
writing love-Jetters, and when to use them; a.Jso giving
specimen letters tor botb young and old. Price 10 cents ..

-

Nl!l. 12.

HOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS TO LADIES.
Giving complete ins tructions for writin~ letters to Jadies
~~tlails~ubt~?~: ; ~~~~l:._tters of introduction, notes and r e-

1

No. 13.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
I~ is a great life secret, and one that eve1 young man de..
sues to know all about.. :Send 10 cents an get it. 't'h ..re'a
happine!!S in it .

No. 14.

HOW TO l'IIA.KE CANnY.

A com pie~ band-book for making all kindo of candy icecream, syrups, eBSences, etc., etc, Price 10 cents.
'

Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
sutijects; also giving sample letters for mstruotion. Price
10 cents.

No, 39.

No.25.

How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons and
Rabbits.

HOW 'l'O BECOl\lE A GYl'IINAST.

A usefnl and instructive book. Handsomely illnetrated.
By Ira Drofra'!'. :"rice 10 cents.

Oontaining fult instructions for all ldnds of gymnastic

t~~Li~n~~d ~!b~~~?e:::W.eiia~~~.?:tdc~n~tg!~X;tiavridil~::

ful book. Price 10 cents. .

No. 26.

HOW TO UOW, SAIL A.ND llUILD A BOAT.
Fully illustrated. Every boy should know bO\'f t.o rO\v and
sail a boat. Full instructtons are given in this litt.!e book
together with instructions on swunming and riding, com~
panion sports to boating. :'rice 10 cents. _

No.2?.

HOW TO RECITE AND ·BOOK OF RECI·
'l'A.'I'IONS.
g~~~nJfa'e~~~ F\~s!clftldi~~!cst~ 1 ei!~::ei~:d 8i ~~~~i~)~~~

pieces, togetoher with many standard readings. Price 10
cents.

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND !'iET TRAPS.
Including hiots on how to catch Moles, Weasels. Otter,
Rats. Squirrels and Birds. Also how to oure ~kine. Oopiously illustrated. By J. Harrington Keene. Price H
cents.

No. 41.

Tile Boys of New York End Men'sJoke Book.
Containing n. great varie\f of the latest jokes used b)' the
most famous end men.
o amateur minstrels is cGmp)ete
without this won~erfu) little book. Price 10 cents.

N,.,. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump Speaker.
Oontaining a varied assortment of Stump Speeches, N e~rOt
Dntcb and Iriob. Aloo End .Men ' o jokes. Juot tbe tbms
for home amuseme n t and amateur shows . Pnce
· 10 cent&.

For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent. nost-paid, to your address on receipt of the price, 10 cents. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 &36 North Moore Street N. Y.

~ ~o~

T o :I:>o Cb.emica1 Triok..s.

Containing Over One Hundred H~ly Amusing and Instructive
Tricks With Chemicals.
ndsomely Illustrated.
By A. Anderson. Price 10 Cents.
For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, upon receipt of ,price. .Address

Bex 2730.

FRANK. TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New Yorli.
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No.
SO Ebenezer Orow,
31 Bob Short; or, One of Our Boys,

'

by Peter Pad

i: it~~~:::af 1;~:.:;~".,':.~~~·~?!~'btueby~~:;~.r
Pad
Tom Teaser
S1 TommJ Bouooe, Jr.; or, A. Chip ol tho Old Block,

No.
39 .Frank Reade, Jr. , and His Electric Team: or, In Search
of a .Missing Man .
40 Around the ·world Under Water; or, The Wonderful
Oruise of a :Snbm11rine Hoat.
j~::~ ~=:~:: ~~::: ~~~~:~J~~~~'W~u\heri ~h~~~!~, Working for tbe Government .
43 Lost in the IJAnd of Fire; or, Across the Pampas in the

:i

bb:~~~:"~ .:!
1

nree in a Submarine Boat.
Peter Pad 47 Frtf~u~:~eF~fe'Dd~g fJ-!:d~1onitor of the Air; or,
bJ Peter Pad 48 F
kR d J
J~ I0 · g a Rher of Mystery
a::d:: J:.','in i~e 8~~ of Sand, and His DiScoTerr
&& saw.~~:"; or, A Bootblack's.;;oC~m~~~~~'l~bl'.ook 49 F~:~k
of a Lost People,
Obased Across the Sahara: o~, The Bedouin's Captive.
"~~f.~~~i::~~~~~ol,
brb~!~t~re~~~ 50
61 Frank Reade, Jr.• and His Electric All Vac..ht; or, The
51 Dandy Diok, Ute Doctor's Son; or, 1.'be Vill&lite
0
00
62 Fr~::•ft!:J:, ~~~. ~~d .ft!hGr!i::~~c1 of Lite A-ir; or,
12 Saa~r&~ Smm•er. A Sequel to ." SaMJb'~~ Teaser
tbe Search for the Mountai• of Gold.
b7 Commodore Ah-Look
63 }"'rom'!rfri!evtg,~:~~; or, Frank .Reade, Jr.'s Strange SubIL1 Tile Jolly Tra•elera; or, Arouud the World for Fan,
bJ Peter Pad M The Mystic Brand; or. Frank Reade. Jr. , and His OverM 1'bel:lhortys in the Wild West,
by Peter Pad
land Sta.tte Upon the :Staked l"Jajne .
.
1' Muldoon, the Sporl,
by Tem Teaser 55 Fra nrk&Re,.ad.e. J r .1 tMn .t hee. 1ntneFarWest;or,1'beSearch
156 Oheeky and Obipper; or, Tbron11h Thick and Thin,
10
1 8 ' 0 0 1a 111
l
56 Frank Reade, Jr.b With His A r Ship in Asia; or, A
Ill Two li&rd Nuts; or, A Term ~l ~:::'::oJ;~'b~a~k~ook
1
Am's Academy,
by K~~om Smile, 67 Fr!~~~~!3~~ Jrt. , ea~~P~fss.!'ew Torpedo Boat; or, A~
War With the Brazilia~ Rebels.
~~~dlio~-:~!f'~a<:a~!~!
b,~Eo~tt~!:~~
60 J aok Haw881''8 '! ' avera,
bX: Peter Pad 58 FrS~:rc~e~~~eih~ISieao~dnl!~o!~s~tr~a~·r~h; or, The
61 lkoy; or lie Never Got Left,
b;rl'om Teaser 5I Frank Rsade. Jr., and His Jo:leotrio Ooacb; or, Tho
62 Jose, a Jump and His Old Blind N&g,
by Peter Pad
Sea•·ch for the !ale of Diamonds. P&rb JI.
63 'l'wo in a Bex ; or, The Long and Sb•rt efbitTom Teasdr ~ ~~:: ~~e~f{·s~'iiarfis Magnetic Uun-Oarriage; or,
0
1
e1o Tlt.o Sbortr K ids; or, Throe Ohipo of l'hroe Old
61 Fraak. Reade Jr.'s EJeotric Tea Boat; or, Lest In the
Blocke,
by Peter Pad
Laod or Uritnson :Snow . Part 1.
85 Mike McGuinaesa; or, Traveline for Pleasure,
62
Frt"a~f:nri~r8~~ f!~~~~icp~';! lf~at; or, Lost in the
by •rom 'feaser
8
Reade. Jr., aDd His Enaine or the Olouds; or,
i~: u~~~::'·f'~~=!~~ '1~::~Wo Worst B~/s f:ti~eP&d 63 Frank
Obased Around tbe World in tbe :lky.
Worldl
by Sam t)rniley 6( Frank Read.e, Jr.'s EJ~otnc 0Jclone; or, Thrilling Ad•
0
venturesm No Man BLand. l'a.rt I .
: ~!:b~;::~~h~hr?!:~o rktt~:~~~'; or, B~i~u;
65 Fr~:~t~r~diC:: *~-~~~~c~!~d~yc~:r~: 1 y~· 1'hrilling a a1
10 M~kf:o! 0S:~W~st.
b b~.~~t;re~a~ 66 The Sunken Pir&tei or. l~'ru.nk R eade, Jr., in Search of
71 '11 bose Quie~ Twins,
Peter Pad
67 Fr!~trftes:J:. ~r~~=n~oltty~"EY!cl~~ ~i~·-Boat; or, Hunt~~ ~~:ftigg ':t~!~~ 8o':,aJAck Ready's Lire o~~~~~ 'l'easer
0
by Peter Pad 68 Th~ '1J'}!~~ \l~a:::to~r~tY:,~~~siteade, Jr . Atnong the
74. An Old Boy; or, Ma.leney After Educa.tiob; Tom 'l'easer 69 Fr~:_'"£g~: :i~o~!~ :r~T~~\V~~d!';?~J~f~i·p of FraDk

:X

Store,

:

Ji!aser

ty

75 Tumb1ing Tim; or, 'r:-aveling With a Oirouty Peter Pad
76 Judge Cleary's Country Court,
77 Jack Ready's :Schoel Scrapes,

the Torment of t.he vflfa~e~d '' 84
by •rom Teaser .
98 Ja.ck and Jim ; or, Rackets and Scrapes at School.
85
by 'l'om 'l'easer
99 1'he Book Al'ent's Luck,
by •• Jl:d" 86

1~ ~t~\~:~:: t~~~g~~b~~~se,

Reade, Jr -, With f:lis Latest Air-Ship.

70 Fraok Reade, Jr . , and His .B.Iectrio PrAirie Schooner;

by 'forn Tea.ser
by Peter Pt~.d 71
~ ro~l~~~~. ~t~ ~~:~~~~~.Anywhere for ~·~~'om TecUJer 72
by Peter Pad
&I The Deacon's ::lou; or, The Imp of tho Villa.,e,
73
_!>_y Tom 'l'earer
81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out With a New York Com74
bination,
by Peter l'atl
ae The Funny Four,
by Peter PAd
8S ltluldoon 's Bue Ball Olub,
by 'l'om 'l'easer 75
84 Muldoon's Base Ball Club in M
Boston,
by To1o 'J'ease r 76
S5 A .Had EJrRi or Hard to Crack,
by 'l'om Tease r
&6 S&mj or, 'l'he Troublesome Foundling,
by Peter Pad 77
~7 lliulaoon's Base l:lall Club in Pbiladelpbi&,
by Tom Tenser 78
88 Jimmy Grimes; or. Sharp, Smart and 8~~YTom •rens.er
79
.,.g Little Tommy Bounce; or, Something Like His Dad,
80
o10 1\fnldoon's Picnic,
' byb~,!'.;:t~·~!.~~
01 Lite,le Tommy Bounce on His Travels; or , D C\in~
81
America for Fun,
by P eter Pad
92 Boarding-School ; or, Sam Bowser at Work ~:i;~:rPad
82
93 Next Door; or, The Iri.sh Twins,
by •rom 'l'easer
91 The _4-.ldermen Sweeness of New York, by Tom 1.'ease r
by " Ed" 8.1
95 A Mad Boy's Note Book,

~~ Jh~~~ t<gS:!s~J~~~~r,

Price 5 Cents.
No.
I
38 Yo~~~k~leuth'a ifiOO,OOO Game; or, Monte O&rlo in New
39 Youn~ Sleuth's St.. Louis Oap,ure; or, Spreading a
Double Net.
40 Yonnll ~leuth at the World's Fair; or, Piping a Mystery
of ()bicago.
41 Yo_o~~c~~;~.tshi~ ~~~~:r~: ~isco·rery; or, 1'be Keen
42 Young Sleuth an1i the Kin« of Crooke; or, Tracking
Down the Worst Man in ~ew York.

8

88

43 Yo~= ,P~:~~~l~i~ !n:t~!ta.L; N~:ef' of New Y.orkj

01
Fr~~~cl{!~~J;~·and His Queen Clipper of the Olouds,
•
Fr~:~~ade, Jr., and His Queen Clipper of the Olouds, « Yo~f~~!~suW,:~?u~bft~:d~oo 3 har~ts; or, Tlle Keen De1
ca Si:W!e1.8in thA Great WhirlpooJ ; or, Strange Advent- 45 Y 0Q~:e~~~~~~e·Q~et~e,:rr::t.Y~~~ M1etery or, 'I' he

~ ~~= i~n~£ S,~ty~:~:!o~otlon Drumm•~'

:

By the author of "Young Sleuth."

Price 5 Cents.

S8 Twins; or, Which Was tbe Other?
'bJb&,t'.;:~';Jl~~
S8 Bob Rollick; or, Wb&• W&slio Born Forf by Peter Pad
CO' TUe Sb.&rtys Married and ~ettled Dowot by Pet.er Pad
U 'l'omm.y BOuDce, Jr., in College,
by Peter ~d
'2 Tile Sbortys o .. t lor Fun,
, by Peter Pad (4
.:J BillJ B&kkus, tho Boy With th'b:lfo:~':!r~re Ah-Look t5
U .. Wbtaken;'' or, One Year's Fuo. at Belltop Academy,

&5 Tile ShOl"tys Out Fiebing,

SLEUTH LIBRARY.

By "NONAME.''

by P eter Pad
by :Sam Smiley

~ ~b~~~;~~=~~b.YJtfli~Dv4eJ.~uspeoted, byh;1>~t;:~:J

II' Stutteriog Sam,

J,atest Issues of the

Latest Issues of

Latest Issues of
5
THE cENT .

F·r:~k ~::J~~~r~~:n~1 tfii~~~e~~i~e0~~i::i~f the Lakes;

or, A Journey Throu&h Africa. by WAter .
Arirt in Africa; or, Frank Reade, Jr. Am ong the Ivory
. Hunters ')Vitb His New Electric Waeon .
.
S1x Week~:~ m tbe Clouds; or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s AirShip. the 'fbunderboltof the Skies.
Frank Reade. Jr.'a Electric Air Racer; or, Around the
Globe in 'fhirty Days.
Fr'AJ'rNit~i·h~r:Fr~~~n !Ji~~lying Ice Ship; or, Driven
Frank Read e, Jr., and His Elec tric Sea Engine; or,
1-funrina for A Sunken Dja.rnond Mine.
Frank R eade, Jr. J!:xploring a Submaraine Mountuin i
or, Lost at tbe Bottom of the Sea.
Frank R eade, Jr.'s Electric Buckboard: or, 'l'h rilling
Adventures in North Australia.
Fr~phko~s~~ddeAiil~·: ~:a~~bt~~r J~:. Sea Serpent; or, ~lx
Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Explorer; or, ..The Undergrou nd Oit,y of the Sahara.

Frt~~:~!t~~?Pfo'~~~~th ~le~!~£h ~~~~~t t~~9 ~~~g~~

Part I.
Frank Reade, Jr.'s ~ew Electric Air-Ship, the '' Zef.~~t\i~r. Frotn North to South Around the Globe.
Across the Frozen Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr .'s Electric
Snow· Outter.
Lost in the Great Atlantic Valley; or, Frank Reade, Jr.,
and His Submarine Wonder, tbe "Dart."
!!'rank Reade, Jr., and His New Electric Air-Ship, the
"Eclipse:" or, Fi~hting the Cbinese Pirates. Part I .
Frank R eade, Jr.t...a.~d His New Electric Air-ship, t.be
•• Eclipse; ' or, .vi lltang the Chinese Pirates. Part II.
Frank R eade, Jr.'s lit'per of the Prairie ; or, Fighting

4.6 A tAl to 1 Shot; or, Younl( Sleu"h as a Jockey.
·
47 Yeun« S ltmtb and the ExpreS& Robben; or, FerretiBI
0
8
1 01
~a Wo w"b',aaMroctke~. o r, Ythc•uRu!'iiSiwle"•~·h's Boot Raco.
,.
Nt
"
"
49 A ~!~b~llt. 'l'ip; or, Young 2Sleutb at the Amerlcaa
50 .At Lo Odds• or Younc Sleutll's Lightning Fi 'ell..
61 Youn:\'Jeutb' and the Great Wall Mtreet Myste~;; or.
62

Yo~~":~:uat~t;:d\b;:J1::.' H~:!7..~~g~o'i:" Mur-

dered Behind tb SceRea.
63 y 0R~.~~!F~t~v~n::d :~: £:'!'n~~!:i~e~•rk; or, The
M Your.g :Sleuth and tbe )(yeterious Docter; or, A Medical Student's Dark Plot.
M Young Sleuth and the •i•al Bank Breakers; or, The
Keen Deteotite's Girl Decoy.
16 Youn~r Sleuth's Flaab Li&ht; or, The Dark MrsterJ of &
Weddioa J:.ve.
rn Ye_:•j:~:.,~;ho1~~.tt~~:.r4er in the Sbte-lteom; or,
88 Young Sleuth's Lone Trail; or, The Keen Detective
51 Yo!~~rl!l~~~t{.~:'¥.~J6f.; Dilemma; er, One Obauce in
One Hundred .
t
oo YoFf:h~i':;\~!J!!:::~~~~~r~,!~e~;.~~e~ Ball; or,
61 Yonn1 Sleuth's Bil' Oootractl; or, ()bani•c Out t)l;e
Thugs of Baltimore .
.
62 Young Sieuth Be\ra1ed; or, The False DeteotiYe'a Vit1
63 y. :~i·sleuth's Terrible Testj or, Woa at tlle Risk of
Lile,
"- Younc :Sleuth and the Man lritk the D'iamend Eye.
66 YounK: !Sleuth AoouMd; or, Held fer ABo,ller 1e Orime.

a= ~~~~=
~l:~~t:: ~\ ~g:~:;'o;,i.fg~nk!::tn~t!~ii~~
Greatest Ruae.
li8

69

YoF~~ .~{):!~ S~!.~~e Female Smuggler; or, Worktnc
YoG~~:,l~:~:~s 1~i.«htniD& Obanges; t'r, The Gold Brick
YoQ~~ste(~t~l~~drfi~~.?T!:e~~-Owl Mountain; or, The

70
71 Young Sleuth's Last Round; or, The Keen Detective'tt
Best Knock nt.
72 YoC~:o~~~uth's Sharps; or. Sharp Work Among Sharp
73 Young Sleuth's tieven Signs; or, 1'he Keen Detective's
Marked 'l'rail.
74 Young ~Jeut.b on the Stage; or, An Act .Not on the
Bills .
76 YounfZ' Sleuth at Monte Carlo; or, The Crime of the
On.sino .
76 Young tileutb and the Man with tbe 'l'attooed Arm; or,
77 Yo~~~ek~fe~~i~~nf>~'l.i~~:- City; or, Waltzing William's Dancing Sc~ool.
?8 Young Sleuth in Siberia; or, Saving a Young American
from the t•rison Mines.
79 Youne Sleuth Almost Knocked Out; or, Nell Blondin's
Desperate GAme.
80 Youn~ :S1wutb and Billy the Kid Number Twoj or, The
81 Yo~!gd~~.~t~~~h:r.i!s\~~ PSat~~C~?~~. The Lady Detective's Many }Iaske.
82 Murdered in a 1-la.ak; or, Young Sleuth at the French

83 Y!u:~· Sleuth in Paris; or, The Keen Detective and
tb.e Bomb-Throwers.
84 Young .Sleuth and the Italian Bri&ands: or, The Keea
Yo~:ge~\~v:~ti
~~an~~~s~:ii~s Secret; or, The Mes85
aage in the J:landle of a D~eer.
86 Young Sleuth Decoyed; or. The Woman or Fire.
87 Young Sleuth and the l.l.uoa1tay Oirot~s .Bo7s; or, Following a Pair of Wild New York l ·ads.
88 Young ~leuth at Atlantic Oity; or, Tile Great Seaside
M;vetery.
89 You!lg Sleuth. theDeteetive in Cblcago; or, Unravelina
& ~_ystery.

~·f~:_ :f.::::~ 8'1
90 The MaR ill the Safe; or, Young Sleuth as a llank De102 'l'he '!'ra veling Dude: or, The Comical Adv entures
8
of Clue nee F itzRoy Jones.
by T um 'l'eaeer 88 UntJ:r Att~c~e!t~~~~e f!~r a ~~ht~u~:~td 1\liles; or. Frank 91 Yo~;~v~ieuth and the Phantom Detective; or, Tbe
t03 Senator .\I uldoon,
by 1.'oiU Teaser
Reade, Jr,'t Wonderful Trip.
Trail of the Dead.
All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to your address, post: paid, on receipt

nt price. Address·

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, Nllw York.

